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John Forbes (Drake ’80)
Pharmacist, business owner, Iowa House 
of Representatives.  See story on page 4.



Brothers,

As the newest class of brothers are being initiated, we are all reminded of

what it means to be a brother of Kappa Psi. We are brought together by chance

and bound by our Ritual and the Brotherhood we hold dear. Many of you have

seen a glimpse of our Brotherhood at work at Province meetings or at APhA

and ASHP. Perhaps you have experienced a friendly handshake at an interview,

but the true example of our Brotherhood at work is during our GCCs.  

The 56th Grand Council Convention is quickly approaching and it is one of

the most exciting things to attend as a brother in Kappa Psi. Brothers from

around the country will gather at the Tradewinds in St. Pete Beach, FL, to 

celebrate what it means to be Kappa Psi. We will gather to hear what 

everyone has been working on for the past two years, updates on our new

Provinces, attend workshops to better ourselves and our chapters, and attend

CE to ensure we are current on the happenings in our profession. We will

surely have a lot of fun (just ask anyone who has been to GCC before) and

meet a lot of new friends. One of the biggest decisions we make every two

years is in electing our leaders. These individuals are elected to serve the

Fraternity for two years and ensure Kappa Psi continues to be the best.

I encourage everyone to attend GCC at least once. If no one from your

chapter wants to attend, reach out to the Province to find someone with whom to share hotel expenses. Once you’ve

seen what Brotherhood is like on a large scale, you’ll want to keep coming back for more!

Fraternally,

Kali Weaver
Grand Regent 2011–2013

Kali Weaver, Grand Regent 

Networking is Important
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Pursuing Your Dreams
In this issue of THE MASK, we spotlight three brothers who have pursued their dreams.

Brother John Forbes is a philanthropist who has recently taken his medical experience to the
Iowa House of Representatives; Brother Elissa McCracken represents as Miss Ohio and com-
peted for the title of Miss America, and Brother Christine Cooper volunteers with the
International Pharmaceutical Students’ Federation. Each of these brothers’ stories are unique,
inspiring and shows how the virtues of Kappa Psi are carried with them. If you know of a dis-
tinguished brother, please pass his or her name on to THE MASK for consideration in the
Brothers Unmasked section of an upcoming issue.
Fraternally,

Cameron Van Dyke, Editor 

14

In January, eight Gamma Delta brothers flew to Las Vegas to support Elissa McCracken during her entire
week of competition at the Miss America pagent. See the full story on page 43.

Realignment proves exciting as brothers attend the first meetings of the new Provinces. ABOVE: Delta Theta
brothers gather at the Inaugural Southwest Province Assembly. Read more in 99 Hands, starting on page 14.
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Just a couple of weeks after being sworn in
as one of Iowa’s newest State Legislators,

John Forbes (Drake, ’80) stood chatting with
others in the massive rotunda of the state capi-
tal building. Suddenly, they heard a noise, and
saw that a gentleman had collapsed. Without
hesitation, John called on his patient experi-
ences and ran over to the WWII veteran who
was passed out face-up on the floor. The gentle-
man was pale and clammy, but breathing. John
checked his medical ID tags that identified him
as a diabetic and a heart patient. John quickly
diagnosed that the gentleman was having a
hypoglycemic attack, and yelled out, “Does
anyone have any glucose tablets?”

Someone gave John some sugar tablets and
soon the gentleman started coming around and
was able to talk a bit by the time the para-
medics arrived. Later in the day, John learned
the gentleman was doing fine. He never expect-
ed to use his medical background so quickly,
but he was thankful that he could.

Word of John’s care of the gentleman had
spread throughout the capital building.
Numerous people thanked him for his quick
thinking and assistance, but to John, it was
what a pharmacist does every day—care about
people. 

To care was something he learned during
his collegiate years at Drake and as a Kappa Psi
brother. He has spent his entire career being
patient-focused in the pharmacy industry. He
took the same passion he has for his patients
and applies it to serving his community. 

Pharmacy and Kappa Psi
John made his first connection to pharma-

cy when he was in high school working for a
small independent pharmacy in Eagle Grove,
Iowa. The pharmacist who trained him was
his first mentor and the one who taught him
that pharmacy isn’t just about medication, it
is about caring for patients. He started at
Drake University in 1975 as a pharmacy

An initiate of Beta Chi at Drake University, John Forbes has had success on many levels—

his business, profession, and community. Overall, it stems from one personal philosophy:

Caring About People 

major. Two years later he decided to join a fra-
ternity. He chose Kappa Psi over Phi Delta
Chi because of the chapter’s community out-
reach. “We did prevention talks in the schools
and diabetes screening in the mall,” said
John. “I really liked the patient care services.”

After graduating from Drake in 1980, John
interviewed with the larger chain pharmacies,
but he felt it wasn’t the direction he wanted to
go. “I really wanted to use the skills I had
learned at Drake, as a Kappa Psi and from the
hometown pharmacy in Eagle Grove. I wanted
to control my own destiny.” John decided to
make his home in the Des Moines area and
purchased his first Medicap pharmacy in
Urbandale.

When he is behind the counter at work, he
abides by a philosophy of preventive medi-
cine. In the late 1990s, he established one of
the first screening and preventive health pro-

grams in Urbandale; offering blood pressure
and bone density screenings, retina checks,
and other services. Certified in immunization
as well as pharmaceutical care, John and his
pharmacy staff also immunize between 2,000
and 3,000 patients per year.

John has used his business and leadership
experience in professional organizations. He’s
a past president of both the Polk County
Pharmacists Association and the Iowa
Pharmacy Association Board of Directors. 

Passion for Community
John admits to having a soft spot for veter-

ans. In 2009, John co-founded the Central
Iowa Honor Flight Committee, a group that
raises money to send World War II veterans
to visit the memorial in Washington, D.C. The
organization started with a goal to raise
$500,000 to send 700 veterans from Des

From Monday through Friday, John can be found helping one of his patients at his Medicap
Pharmacy. Here John is counseling a patient on the proper directions to take her medication.
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Moines to Washington, D.C. But with the
help of major contributions from Iowa busi-
nesses Hy-Vee and Casey’s General Stores
and from philanthropist Bill Knapp, the com-
mittee surpassed the target by more than
double that amount. The money they raised
was enough to sponsor five flights, which
allowed 1,800 veterans to travel all expenses
paid on a chartered 747. He also served as
the medical director on the trips, overseeing
a staff of three physicians.

John shared in an interview with Drake
University in 2011, “You have to be really
focused on your goals. We were very deter-
mined and had to work diligently because
every day we are losing 1,000 of these men
and women from the Greatest Generation.
We want to give something back to them and
show how much we appreciate all they did
for us and our country.”

Pharmacy to Public Service
As a small business owner, John cares

deeply about his community. John has held
positions with the Urbandale Chamber of
Commerce, and Public Library board, and the
Urbandale High School Booster Club. In 2006,
he joined the Urbandale City Council. John
and the council worked hard to establish
Urbandale as a great community to reside.
Urbandale was recognized by CNN Money
magazine as one of the top cities in the United
States in which to live. John was named
Urbandale Citizen of the Year for 2009, and a
look at his extensive civic involvement demon-
strates why he was an excellent choice.

John resigned from the council in
December 2012 to take his elected seat in the
Iowa House of Representatives. In an article
in the Urbandale Patch, Councilman Mike
Carver shared “The thing I have always
appreciated about John is how he approaches
everything with a very positive attitude. He
puts a positive spin on things generally, he’s

John meets with State Senator Jack Hatch (D) Des Moines (left); Ellen Prichard and Brian Wall,
Drake University pharmacy interns in the Legislature; and Mike Andreski, assistant professor of
Pharmacy, Drake University.

just not a negative person. He brings that kind
of focus to the things that he does and obvi-
ously he’s brought that to the city council.”

More than the Recognition
His colleagues and alma mater have also

recognized the difference John has made in
the community. In 2010, he was honored with
the Bowl of Hygeia, an award given annually
by the American Pharmacists Association
Foundation to a pharmacist in each state for
his/her outstanding service to the communi-
ty. In 2011, he received the Next-Generation
Pharmacist Civic Leader of the Year for his
service to his patients and the greater Des
Moines community. The award was present-
ed in Boston at the National Association of
Chain Drug Stores Pharmacy & Technology
Conference.

In 2011, Drake University honored John
with the Next-Generation Pharmacist award.
It recognized his commitment to his patients
and community, as well as his involvement
with Honor Flight.

When asked about the awards, John is
quite humble and gives the recognition to
Drake, Kappa Psi, and the other people in his
life who have encouraged him. He says he
loves making an impact and a positive change
on people’s lives. And while recognition is
nice, he doesn’t do it for the awards. All of his
work comes genuinely from his heart.

Legislature, Relationships
John decided to change the focus of his

public service to reflect the area of his true
skills: healthcare. “I wanted to bring my expe-
rience to the state level. A pharmacist hasn’t
served in the Iowa Legislature in more than
10 years.”

So far, he’s been well received. Many fel-
low legislators have stopped him and shared
how glad they are to have a healthcare profes-
sional around to help answer questions about
the profession. He’s passionate about an
immunization bill to expand services so that
pharmacists and pharmacy students can give
immunizations. He’s also in favor of a MTM
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bill to expand services to state employees and
all of Iowa.

“I feel honored that they are coming to me
and relying on my expertise in healthcare,”
said John.

His seat in the house is a two-year term.
They meet 110 days the first year and 100
days the second year. His current session
started January 14 and will adjourn the first
part of May. 

His wife, Cindy, is helping run the pharma-
cy and overseeing management while he’s in
session.

“I’m fortunate to have a great staff that
allows me to be away right now and I’m only
20 minutes from the state capital.” While he
figures the Legislature requires about 70 per-
cent of his time, his patients are still his first
priority. You will still find him behind the
counter on Monday mornings, Fridays and
some Saturdays. He also returns calls
through the day while he’s in session. 

While he’s at the state house, he joked that
he’s still at the pharmacy. He keeps a small
over-the-counter “pharmacy” in a desk draw-
er for fellow legislators. He has occasional
visitors, which helps him foster connections
in his newly elected office. “If I can build
strong relationship, it will help me become a
more successful legislator.”

When John is out of session, he’ll continue
his role as an adjunct professor at Drake
University and the University of Iowa. He’ll
also continue as a preceptor for students at
Drake and University of Iowa, which is some-
thing he’s enjoyed doing for the last 15 years. 

“I encourage those student to use the
knowledge they’ve gained and be innovative
and take calculated risks,” said John. “Don’t
be afraid to try something new. In my mind
that’s what this profession is about.”

John really enjoys working with new grad-
uates and interns. He has students work in

his pharmacy on a five-week rotation cycle.
He employs five Drake students as interns.
And, he works with Drake on an exchange
program experience with students from the
University of Melbourne-Australia. For the
past six years he has mentored the foreign
students to give them the experience of an
American pharmacy for four weeks. 

“I love to challenge them and have them
challenge me. I like young energized stu-
dents, ready to go out in the profession and
make a difference,” said John. “I’ve employed
a few Kappa Psi brothers (men and women).

I always enjoy visiting with them about our
profession and the Fraternity.”

John likes to share some of his college
memories with the Kappa Psi brothers who
have worked in his pharmacy. While a colle-
giate brother, John served as Beta Chi histo-
rian in 1978. “I have an old composite—it’s
big— four by six foot. I always pull the com-
posite out for a good laugh.” 

While the composite shows a different era
of clothing and hairstyles, his Fraternity
experiences have stuck with him—it’s about
caring for people.  n

Follow John’s Work
Central Iowa Flight Committee: www.centraliowahonorflight.org/aboutus.html
John’s Political Campaign: http://www.forbes4iowahouse.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/JohnForbes4Iowa
Visit John’s Medicap pharmacy at 7641 Douglas Avenue, Urbandale, Iowa  50322, (515) 276-3471
Connect with John at john.forbes@legis.iowa.gov

John and a WWII veteran take in the war memorials in Washington, D.C. John took a leading role in
the Central Iowa Honor Flight Committee, a group that raises money to send World War II veterans
to visit the memorial in Washington, D.C.

“The main focus of our profession — whether we’re doing it behind the prescription
counter or out in the community — is helping people.” —John Forbes
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ASHPMidyear Meeting

A brother receives his Kappa Psi for Life nametag flag from Grand Vice Regent Eric Gupta.

Brothers take a moment for a photo at the ASHP
reception.

Brothers are all smiles during the ASHP reception.

Brothers from across the country gathered at the ASHP
reception.

The Kappa Psi booth is a popular place to meet up with brothers from across the country.

During the 47th Annual American Society of Health System Pharmacists (ASHP) Midyear
Clinical Meeting in Las Vegas, NV, Kappa Psi brothers were able to gather to see old

friends and meet brothers from far and wide. The Kappa Psi booth was always busy with
brothers visiting (over 600!), stopping by to talk with members of the Executive Committee,
and picking up their always fashionable “Kappa Psi for Life” nametag flag. Brothers were also
able to come together during a reception held on Monday, December 3, at the MGM Grand
Resort and Casino. Brothers were able to snack on some great food while hearing about the
successes of the Fraternity over the last year, and the excitement for the Grand Council
Convention coming up this summer. We look forward to seeing everybody at the next ASHP
midyear meeting to be held in Orlando!

—Matthew Lacroix, Grand Historian
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Brothers Unmasked

I have been asked to write about my travels
during pharmacy school several times,

and I have hesitated at each request because
each experience has been so incredible. How
do I get the experiences to fit into words? To
write fully about each trip, I would need a
book. Since that’s a bit too long, here is a
glimpse into how Kappa Psi has managed to
be there with me every step of the way.

During my first year, I received an e-mail
that had been forwarded many, many times
before it finally made it to my school. In this
e-mail was an invitation to apply for positions
within the International Pharmaceutical
Students’ Federation (IPSF). Since this was
my first year, I had decided to only become
involved in two organizations, and I had
already decided upon Kappa Psi (naturally)
and ASHP. But when this e-mail about IPSF
came, I decided I needed to work with one
more organization. I figured that is how my
new knowledge would be reinforced—by
being involved. I still believe that. And I have
some wonderful pictures, experiences, and,
most importantly, friends to show for it.  

My first trip abroad during pharmacy
school was to Ljubljana, Slovenia. I went with
two other people from school, including
Brother Summer Schroeder. While there, I
met some more brothers, and, even better,
they were brothers from my Province! I still
get to see them regularly.  

Fast-forward another year and into a new
town. This time, it’s Hat Yai, Thailand—a
town that is known to Thais as the place to
vacation. (Personally, I prefer Phuket or
Krabi, but to each their own.) I met some
amazing brothers again, but my best friends
(brothers, of course) who made the trip with
me became much more valuable. You see, I
had decided to run for the IPSF Chairperson
of Public Health position along with already
being the Satrap of Province IX and handling
the stress during that election … Well, suffice
it to say, my friends are angels for putting up
with it and not drowning me in the pool.

Their suffering was not in vain, though. I
did win that election and suddenly the world

was calling (literally… at 2 a.m., and 4 a.m.,
and 6 a.m. —and sometimes at the much
appreciated 9 a.m.). Six weeks after I was
elected, Prague called and I went to the
World Healthcare Students’ Symposium and
the World Health Professions Alliance, where
I presented on Anti-Counterfeit Drug efforts
being put forth by students around the world.

Next came Geneva for the WHO
Executive Meeting where I met with various
Ministers of Health and even the Director of
WHO. This was followed by a trip to Den
Haag, Netherlands, to visit with the
International Pharmacists’ Federation (the
grown-up version of IPSF), and they were
kind enough to let IPSF invade their head-
quarters’ conference room for our executive
meeting.

While I am in the IPSF flat after the execu-
tive meeting, I am doing what I do best: talk-
ing. This particular night I am chatting with a
Canadian, Eric So, the IPSF chairperson of
Professional Development, and wait a
minute! He’s a Kappa Psi brother too?! Kappa
Psi has not one but two brothers on the IPSF
Executive Board! Our leadership skills are
shining. 

After that, it was back to Geneva for the big
meeting—WHO’s World Health Assembly
(WHA). This meeting was crazy busy! So
many people show up to it that it cannot be
held at the WHO Headquarters. Instead, it

A Brother Living Her Dream
A brother’s dedication to pharmacy leadership sends her around the world.
By Christine Cooper, Gamma Rho

Brothers Eric So and Christine Cooper in
Hurghada, Egypt.

RIGHT: Brothers
Christine Cooper,
Lauren Graham,
and Tory Burnett
with their
Egyptian tour
guide at the
Philae Temple in
Egypt.

BELOW: Brothers
Christine Cooper,
Davena Norris,
Anwyn Pritchard,
and Sheena
Cabreros in Hat
Yai, Thailand.
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was held down the road at the United
Nations Headquarters. The line at security
took approximately 30–45 minutes to get
through, and then the meeting was split into
several main sessions that are held in three
to five different rooms, except when the
Director-General or special invited guests
were speaking. In those cases, we all tried to
cram into one room. It did not work well, but
we tried anyway.

After having to work on all of my trips, I
took some time after WHA to relax and went
to Paris. Oh, what can I say about Paris? The
city reminds me of a raunchy old woman.
There are cracks showing, but man, she can
still shake it with the young ones and show
them a thing or two about how it is done! I
will leave the details of that trip to your imagi-
nation.

To polish my time on the IPSF Executive
Committee off, I went to Egypt for the 58th
IPSF World Congress. It was dusty and mis-
erably hot, and I was thirsty the entire trip,
and they let me go scuba diving in the Red
Sea. I loved that last part. Sadly, this time I
only briefly got to spend time with the
American delegation because of constantly
needing to be in meetings, but I know very
well that Kappa Psi was present and account-
ed for (brothers in attendance from Arizona,
California, Florida, Maryland, and New
Mexico … hopefully, I did not miss anyone).

One of the reasons I joined Kappa Psi was
the strong history of leadership. You will see it
in the classroom. You will see it at the national
level. And if you venture further out, you will
even get to see it internationally. The saying is
true: a little bit does go a long way. n

Brothers Tory Burnett, Christine Cooper, and
Lauren Graham in front of the Egyptian
Museum in Cairo, Egypt. 

Epsilon Beta Brothers (L–R) Bianca Hernandez, Cynthia Nguyen, Chi Pham, Nephy John, Justin Hrncir,
Brittny Wolda, and Ankita Patel rock their new rush shirts at the “Meet the Greeks” event at the University
of the Incarnate Word on Tuesday, October 2, 2012.

Gamma Omicron Brothers Andrew Dozier and Travis Ast at the Friday night social the end of rush week.

Epsilon Iota brothers encourage runners during the Four Bridges Half Marathon!

Representing Kappa Psi in the Community



“typical” week. I have to put typical in quota-
tion marks because I am always doing some-
thing new and no two weeks are ever the
same. Let’s start with Monday morning!

Monday is my staffing day at a Fred Meyer
pharmacy in Vancouver, Washington. I love
staffing days because I get to be a part of the
team. Like most new practitioners, I started
out feeling a little
overwhelmed, but
now I am feeling
more comfortable
with each passing
week. On these days,
I am a traditional
community pharma-
cist—calling doctors,
verifying prescrip-
tions, providing immunizations, and counsel-
ing on prescriptions or OTCs. In lieu of one
Monday during the month, I staff one
Saturday or Sunday a month so I can gain
experience being the only pharmacist on duty.

Tuesdays are clinical days where I get to
see patients at the Fred Meyer Healthy
Options® Patient Care Center at the Main
Office in Portland, Oregon. (There are more
than 800 associates who work at this office). I
used to spend Tuesdays with my clinical pre-
ceptor, Tara, but recently I started seeing
patients on my own in the other patient care
center room. Most of my time is booked with
health coaching appointments. Fred Meyer
has coaching programs available to their
employees for Diabetes, Heart Healthy,
Smoking Cessation, Asthma, and Fitness,
Nutrition & Weight Loss. With these pro-
grams, I have the opportunity to sit down one-
on-one with patients about once a month to
work on helping them reach short-term goals
on the way to meeting a long-term goal. It is
especially rewarding to see these patients start
to implement lifestyle changes and share in
their successes. 

Wednesdays are clinical days again, except
instead of working with our associates at the

Midyear and now know why you want to be a
resident at that program. The letter of intent
you are writing should reveal why you want
that specific program but should also reflect
why that program should want you. Make it
strong and sell yourself. As far as letters of
recommendation, do NOT let someone write
you a mediocre letter of recommendation
because your application will likely go in the
trash. To ensure you get a good letter of rec-
ommendation, perform well as a student and
ask the writer if they can write you a favor-
able/glowing letter of recommendation.

After the applications, comes the best
part…the interviews. From the stand point of
a resident, I am looking for the best candi-
date to fill my shoes. I want someone to have
the clinical potential and desire to represent
pharmacy as a resident at my institution. My
recommendation is to practice interviewing
before the interview takes place. Through my
involvement with the Kappa Psi Illinois grad-
uate chapter I offer myself as a resource to
the collegiate members for mock interviews
where I act as a residency director interview-
ing my Kappa Psi brothers. At the end of the
interview, I offer constructive criticism to
help better prepare them for the real-deal
interview. Reaching out to your graduate
brothers and setting up an event like this
may be helpful to your chapter. So get your
practice in and the best of luck to you all!

Fraternally,
Ryan Szynkarek

Crystal’s journey
BEEP… BEEP… BEEP! My alarm wakes

me from a deep sleep on Monday morning,
but as much as I hate my alarm, I am eager to
start another exciting and action-packed week
of residency! In my last article, I introduced
some of the really great learning experiences
that the Fred Meyer/Oregon State University
PGY1 Community Residency provides. In this
article, I will explain how all of these fit into a
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Ryan’s journey
Greetings Brothers,

Another three
months have passed
and I am at the
halfway point of my
first year residency. I
am currently on the
job hunt with a
career in academia in
mind, although I am
still trying to figure
out the correct path to get there. 

The life of a resident, as expected, is a lot
of work. With that said, this experience has
been very rewarding. The skills and confi-
dence that I have developed since being a
student are astonishing. Because of great
mentors and my personal drive to learn, I
have come a long way in my development. I
look forward to the next six months of resi-
dency and hope, as I look back to this point,
I am able to see how much further I have
developed as a healthcare provider.

As a part of my residency experience, I
was required to attend ASHP’s Midyear in
Las Vegas. I must say that the experience as
a resident on the other side of the residency
showcase was ten-fold less stressful.
However, in the same line with the recom-
mendations I made in THE MASK one year
ago, the showcase is really to help the stu-
dent interview the residency programs.
There are so many residency programs avail-
able and you, the student, must narrow your
selection down to ensure the program has
what you want in a residency and that the
program can get you to where you desire fol-
lowing the residency. Hopefully you came
prepared with a lot of programs in mind and
were able to ask the right questions to find
the right residencies you will be applying to. 

As just eluded to, the next step of the resi-
dency hunt is the application process. You
have just interviewed the programs at

Behind the Scenes: The Journey from pharmacy student to pharmacy resident
Welcome to part six of an eight-part series following Brother Ryan Szynkarek’s journey through his last academic year in

pharmacy school in pursuit of a pharmacy residency post graduation. Through this series, we want to share the process of
what it takes to be a pharmacy resident and gain some insight into what it’s like to be a resident in different settings. Many
thanks to Crystal Little and Olivia Santoso, who have also shared insights from their residency experience in this issue.



Olivia’s journey
Hello again, broth-

ers! I cannot believe
half of my residency is
complete and it is
already time for ASHP’s
Midyear Meeting in the
amazing Las Vegas.
Time is flying by faster
than ever before. My
Google calendar looks ridiculous with the
words “+4 more” to “+6 more” under every
day, but I know I could not survive without it.
First, I would like to thank everyone at THE
MASK for allowing me to share my thoughts
and experiences in a PGY1 Community
Pharmacy Residency program. The first half
of residency has been busy but a valuable
learning experience. My reasons for entering
a residency to further my clinical knowledge
to better serve my future patients have been
validated. Just within a few short months and
with a ton of guidance, I am beginning to see
patients on my own. I feel more confident
answering questions from doctors and nurses
and making a sound, educated decision about
patient care.  

For this quarter’s issue, I wanted to give
an update on the projects and experiences
I’ve had thus far and to provide advice for
those who are thinking of pursuing a resi-
dency. Just to remind everyone about my
program, I am one of the PGY1 Community
Residents with University of Georgia and the
Village Drug Shop in Athens. All of my rota-
tions are longitudinal over the entire year
which allows me to build strong relationships
with my patients and provides ample time to
complete projects for my sites. When I first
started my residency back in July, I lacked
the confidence and clinical experience to
speak up and make recommendations with-
out having to resort to looking up guidelines
and primary literature. Furthermore, no mat-
ter how many times you have practiced in lab
or on rotations, it’s a completely different
experience when you are “the pharmacist”
and the final say in all types of situations.
Discussing therapeutic lifestyle changes and
medical conditions with your classmates or
preceptors is much easier than trying to find
the appropriate words to guide your patient’s
diet and exercise plan without sounding con-
descending and keeping them motivated.

lot of pain management, chronic disease state
management, and work with mental health
patients. I love being at Benton County, but
also look forward to my upcoming transition
to an ambulatory care site in Portland.

Outside of work (on weeknights or a small
part of the weekend), I have many other
responsibilities or projects! One of these is to
network and be involved in state pharmacy
organizations including the Oregon State
Pharmacists Association and Legislative
Coalition as well as the Washington State
Pharmacists Association. I also answer drug
information questions for all of Fred Meyer
and work on various projects like developing a
nicotine testing program for an employer
group or creating advertisements for health
fairs or other pharmacy services. A lot of my
time at the beginning of the year was dedicat-
ed to developing my research project and sub-
mitting it to the Institutional Review Board. I
also elected to do a couple presentations at
senior centers, and I volunteer at the Free
Clinic of Southwest Washington.

Most weekends outside of meetings and my
one staffing shift a month, I have off and am
expected to have work/life balance. (I
know…you are probably thinking “work/life
balance in a residency!?”) But it’s true. I am
held accountable for doing stuff outside of the
residency for me! It means a lot to me that my
residency preceptors actually care about me as
a person and want to help me maintain balance
and prevent burnout. It takes scheduling and
time management, but I do take time to do fun
things each week whether that might be bak-
ing, seeing family/friends, traveling, etc. 

I hope this brings some clarity to our
weekly schedule at the Fred Meyer/OSU
community practice residency. Please keep in
mind that although other community resi-
dencies may be similar, there tends to be a
lot of variety in daily schedules and learning
activities, so be sure to ask programs about
this! In the next article, I plan to write about
various obstacles I have come across and
some of the things I love most about my resi-
dency, so stay tuned! Also, if anybody has
any follow-up questions to this article, ques-
tions about community residency or the
Fred Meyer-Oregon State University PGY1
Residency Program, feel free to e-mail me at
crystal.little@fredmeyer.com.  

—Proud to be your brother, Crystal Little

divisional office, I am out in the stores work-
ing with associates or other patients. These
days, I also do a lot of health coaching like I
do on Tuesdays, but I also do health screen-
ings, travel clinics, immunizations, MTMs, or
health fairs, diabetic food tours, and off-site flu
clinics.  

Thursdays are much more variable. Three
Thursdays a month are for various levels of
management including administrative, region-
al and clinical management. The other
Thursday is an academic day where I drive
down to Corvallis, the home of Oregon State
University! On management days, I do a vari-
ety of learning activities with my preceptors,
which include: performing interviews for tech-
nicians, interns and pharmacists, participating
in pharmacy inspections, handling customer
complaints, developing a business plan, and
creating or revising clinical protocols and so
much more. On my academic days, I spend
time with a variety of faculty members to help
with student orientation, go to meetings or
teaching seminars, and most recently, I devel-
oped and delivered a lecture from scratch! I
was pleased with how well my lecture on
“Drug Information in the Community” went. It
isn’t a hard topic, but it is a topic that can be
hard to keep students engaged in. To help
keep it fun, I incorporated my experience at
two DI centers and techniques I learned in my
teaching seminar. I included lots of audience
participation pieces and even had a small
break-out session where they worked through
some real DI questions I received this year. 

Fridays are currently an ambulatory care
day in Corvallis at Benton County Health
Center, a small federally qualified health cen-
ter (FQHC). I love working as a member of
their healthcare team of physicians, medical
assistants, nurses, etc. On these days, we do a
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Brothers Unmasked

Now that I have been seeing patients weekly
for the past six months at the Athens Medical
Center Coumadin Clinic and at Mercy Health
Center for pharmacotherapy, I finally feel
comfortable making recommendations to
therapy and communicating with patients in a
way that motivates them positively so they
take charge of their own health and well-
being.  

In addition to patient care, this quarter has
been full of teaching opportunities and not
just with pharmacy students. Although much
of my teaching experience will be gained from
student interaction in the College of
Pharmacy, the other academic objectives are
to prepare presentations to pharmacy staff,
groups in the community and to other health-
care professionals. For the Athens-Clarke
County employees, I provided a Healthy Hour
Presentation about headache prevention and
treatment. For patient safety issues, I present-
ed to pharmacists and technicians at a Village
Drug Shop staff meeting regarding beyond-use
dating of multi-dose containers. In the month
of December, I will provide an in-service pre-
sentation to physicians and nurse practitioners
at Advantage Behavioral Center regarding the
differences between commonly prescribed psy-
chotropic medications such as Depakote vs.
Depakene, extended-release vs. sustained-
release prescribing, and other medication safe-
ty clinical pearls. My next staff presentation at
the Village Drug Shop will be discussing the
differences between insulin duration of action,
the importance of patient counseling with
insulin pens, insulin syringe selection, pen nee-
dle selection, and manufacturer expiration dat-
ing of drugs versus the dispense date.

On top of the side projects and presenta-
tions, there is always the continuous residen-
cy project for the year. My project is titled “A
Needs Assessment for a Pharmacist-driven
Travel Health and Immunizations Clinic in an
Independent Community Pharmacy.” Since
my last MASK article, I have made many
changes based on IRB definitions regarding
my protocol. Originally, my survey of the
community was to be used to direct market-
ing strategies for initiating a Travel Health
Clinic for my independent community prac-
tice site, the Village Drug Shop. This protocol
was rejected by the IRB because they did not
feel this research benefited general knowl-
edge and, therefore, it did not fall under the
true definition of research. A revelation for my

Don’t miss the opportunity to 
network with Kappa Psi brothers 

from across the country. 
Go to www.kappapsi.org to find 
dates for APhA and upcoming 

Province meetings.

Paige Curran honored
for two major awards!

University of New
England women’s volley-
ball player and College of
Pharmacy student Paige
Curran has been named
both the Commonwealth
Coast Conference (CCC)
Player of the Year and

Senior Scholar Athlete of the Year! We’re
still checking the archives, but to our knowl-
edge, no student athlete at UNE has ever
won both prestigious awards!

Curran presently leads all players in the
conference in both kills/set (3.38) and hit-
ting percentage (.304), while ranking fourth
in blocks/set (0.76). The middle hitter regis-
tered a career-high 25 kills on October 20
against UMass Dartmouth—a match in
which she surpassed the 1,000-kill milestone
for her career. During an early-season con-
test against Polytechnic, Curran totaled a
season-best 7.1 points/set over the four
frames in the match (28.5 points). Now a
three-time member of the All-Conference
team, she was a first team selection in 2011
and second team pick in 2010.

Off the court, the team captain is in her
second year of three in the Doctor of
Pharmacy program at UNE, which follows
two years of pre-pharmacy studies. Brother
Curran is a member of the American
Pharmacy Associates (APhA) and the
Student Society of Health System Pharmacy.
Additionally, Curran was a member of the
2011–12 CCC Academic All-Conference
team.

Paige Curran represents the very best of
UNE on and off the court! Please join us in
congratulating Paige! n

project occurred when I visited the only PGY2
Community Pharmacy Practice site in the
country at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill. After learning that pharmacists in
North Carolina can only administer influenza
and Zostavax, I realized how fortunate
Georgia pharmacists were to be able to
administer all vaccines. This is when I decid-
ed that my Travel Health and Immunization
research could be used to help pharmacist in
other states advocate for all types of immu-
nizations by pharmacists. My research aims
to show that the general public will be more
likely to receive travel health immunizations
and education if these services were offered at
an easily accessible CDC certified community
pharmacy by a pharmacist. If we can increase
the chances of the people being properly edu-
cated and protected from infectious disease
during international travel, we help keep the
rest of the community back home safe.

Brothers, thank you for your attention and
best of luck to those applying for residencies
in 2013. I hope that this article from a fellow
brother is helpful and insightful for people to
understand what community residency is all
about.  

—Fraternally, Olivia Santoso

Brother Curran is CCC Player of the Year.
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deserved winter break, and then we
will start a new semester filled with
spring pledging, Kidney Early
Evaluation Program screenings with
the National Kidney Foundation, and
cooking a dinner for families staying
at a local Ronald McDonald House.
We are also looking forward to an
ugly sweater party with our dean and
our annual retreat to Breezy Point for
some fun and relaxation with fellow
brothers before spring finals. 

—Vanessa Kowalski

� Epsilon
University of Minnesota
Founded 4/30/1928
epsilon@kappapsi.org

Epsilon chapter enjoyed another
busy semester, as we welcomed 26
new brothers into our chapter. We are
excited to have so many new brothers
step up and become involved in our
outreach programs. This semester,
brothers have been giving sexually
transmitted infection (STI) talks to
high school students throughout the
Minneapolis-St. Paul metro area. We
have also continued to staff the dis-
pensing pharmacy at the student-run
Phillips Neighborhood Clinic, which
just experienced an exciting new com-
puter software upgrade to help us bet-
ter serve our patients. Brothers also
organized a bake sale to raise money
for the National Kidney Foundation’s
Kidney Walk and the St. Jude Give
Thanks Walk.

In addition to our philanthropic
efforts, brothers also enjoyed some
brotherly bonding time at our semian-
nual dinner meeting, held at an Italian
restaurant in Minneapolis. Brothers
also had fun making the drive down to
Omaha, Nebraska, for the first ever
Northern Plains Province conclave
where one of our own brothers,
Alyssa Ferrie, was elected the
Province’s new Vice Satrap! 

Epsilon brothers are eagerly count-
ing down to a much-awaited and

� Iota
Medical University of South Carolina
Founded 11/29/1927
iota@kappapsi.org

Fall has given Iota chapter the
opportunity to once again host our
two biggest charity events: Shrimpin’
for Charity, held in mid-October, and
the annual Turkey Fry, held in mid-
November. Both of these were a huge
success, with the Turkey Fry selling
out within an hour. We are well on the
way to surpassing our goal for canned

food donations to the Low-Country
Food Bank of Charleston this year as
well. Special thanks go out to all par-
ticipating brothers, including Ryan
Linton for his organization of the
event and Charlie Crickman for pro-
viding his mac and cheese, which was
a hit with both students and faculty
alike. Iota’s Swamp Social was held on
October 13 and provided a venue to
raise donations as well as break for
exam-weary students. A special
thanks to Brothers Matt Morrisette
and Charlie Crickman for their suc-
cessful organization of the event.

The pledge season has seen the
development of a group of gentlemen
who are familiarizing themselves with
the basic tenets of the Fraternity.
Through the pledge process, they
have shown a strong ability to foster
high ideals and industry, and have
been indispensable in preparing and
executing our charity events through-
out this season.

Iota’s Saswat Kabisatpathy will be
serving on the new Southeast
Province’s executive committee as its
Assistant Webmaster, and the chap-
ter’s involvement extends to various
committees including legislative, phil-
anthropy, Province development, and
social development committees. The
chapter is glad to have been part of
this historic inaugural date and is
looking forward to helping with the
development of the Province.

—Mario Machado

Epsilon brothers and friends at the National Kidney Foundation’s Kidney Walk.

Gamma Zeta brothers enjoy spending time
together during their Thanksgiving Dinner/Red
and Black Party.

99Hands
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� Mu
Massachusetts College of Pharmacy
Founded 3/4/1907
mu@kappapsi.org

The brothers of Mu chapter had a
very successful semester. We had 25
people who were intrigued by Kappa
Psi and interested in learning more
about us. We are planning another
rush event for after our winter break.
We participated in the Mission Hill
Road Race in October, which was a
huge success. Almost every one of
our brothers showed up and repre-
sented Kappa Psi. We also participat-
ed in World AIDS Day in December,
which serves to raise awareness in
our school about AIDS worldwide. We
have set up a cancer fund that will be

donated next semester when we par-
ticipate in Relay For Life. We are cur-
rently planning on doing even more
community service second semester.
Unfortunately, due to Hurricane
Sandy, which hit the East Coast—
especially Rhode Island, Connecticut,
New York, and New Jersey, we were
unable to hold our fall Province meet-
ing. It had been scheduled to be host-
ed by Beta Epsilon on the University
of Rhode Island campus. We would
like to send our regards to all broth-
ers who were affected by this tragedy
and wish them well on their way to
getting back to normal, everyday life.
We are looking forward to our pledg-
ing period in February. 

—David Roche

� Xi
The Ohio State University
Founded 5/21/1925
xi@kappapsi.org

Xi chapter ended the autumn quar-
ter with more pledge-active bonding
activities, a Big/Little Reveal at the
end-of-semester potluck, and school
spirit T-shirt sale for The Game
(which resulted in an undefeated
Buckeye season of 12–0). Our chapter
also showed our appreciation for fac-
ulty by delivering candy to their
school mailboxes during Halloween.  

Xi brothers attended the first Great
Lakes Province, hosted by Gamma
Chi in Big Rapids, Michigan. We had
a great time meeting brothers from
different chapters and helped to start
the foundation for a new Province.

Thanks to Gamma Chi for hosting an
unforgettable Province.  

Sergeant at arms Christine Ng set
up Mystagogue “dates” where actives
chose pledges they would like to men-
tor. The next round allowed pledges
to choose actives they would like to
know better. It was a great success as
it allowed the pledge class to become
closer to active members. Christine
also planned out a great Big/Little
Reveal at the potluck. The pledges
provided delicious home-cooked dish-
es. The Bigs made cut-up collages
that  were placed into Easter eggs that
the pledges put together as clues to
who their Bigs were (no pictures of
Bigs themselves were in the collages).
Finally, Bigs gave their Littles match-
ing T-shirts which revealed each
Little’s Big.  

We would like to congratulate
Adam Rossbach, our current chaplain
for Xi chapter, for being elected as the
Great Lakes Province Chaplain. We
are very proud that he is representing
our chapter at a Province level.  

—Mindy Lam

� Pi
Purdue University
Founded 6/11/1928
pi@kappapsi.org

During fall semester, our chapter
volunteered at Boo at the Zoo, a fun
Halloween fair for children in our
community. The brothers gave candy
to children and ran activities involving
zoo animals to educate and entertain.

We chose our professional projects
to educate patients at Meyer regard-
ing medication safety and adherence.
As professionals, it was necessary for
our brothers to understand the impor-
tance of counseling patients and

Epsilon chapter’s new brothers after initiation. Sigma Brother Elizabeth Tien 
decorated stockings with children at
the University of Maryland Medical
Center’s Children’s Hospital.

Newly initiated brothers of Chi Chapter, along with their pledge parents and Brother John Shilka.
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traveled to Pittsburgh where Beta
Kappa hosted an amazing meeting.
Through the joining of three different
Provinces, we were able to get new
perspectives from one another. Sigma
would like to extend a big thank-you
to Beta Kappa for hosting such an
unforgettable inaugural meeting!

—Sheila Hwe

� Chi
University of Illinois–Chicago
Founded 2/2/1910
chi@kappapsi.org

For Chi chapter, November has
been a busy but productive month.
Our pledges were initiated on October
28. Many of our brothers participated
in Movember, which raises fund and
awareness for men’s health, specifical-
ly prostate and testicular cancer.
There were many other philanthropic
events such as participating in a blood
drive, oncology family retreat, food
drive, etc. One of the most exciting
events of November was a CV work-
shop, which was given by our faculty
advisor, Brother Dr. Nick Popovich.
Many of our P1 brothers attended the
event and appreciated the opportunity
to learn how to formulate their CV.
Every year the new pledges talk about
how much they appreciate that expo-
sure early on as they apply for sum-
mer jobs and internships. On
November 26, I-Grad held an informa-
tional session regarding the ASHP-
Midyear Meeting and about residen-
cy/fellowships in general. 

As the alumni chair, I have been
corresponding with Dr. Seema
Kapadia, I-Grad liaison. I mentioned to
her that I would like to put together a
residency roundtable and asked for

developing the necessary counseling
skills for practice.

On December 1, we inducted 16
new pledges. We want to especially
thank the brothers from Beta Upsilon
for consistently attending our initia-
tion and the brothers from Chi for
helping and participating in the event. 

—Jenna Dao

� Sigma
University of Maryland
Founded 3/27/1924
sigma@kappapsi.org

What is Sigma’s main focus every
fall? Pledging! After this season, we
are proud to welcome 32 new broth-
ers into Sigma chapter! Through hard
work and determination over a four-
week period, our pledges have
learned the history and principles of
Kappa Psi. They have learned to work
together as a group to make a differ-
ence in the community through ser-
vice events like the Step Out: Walk to
Stop Diabetes and providing dinner
service at the American Cancer
Society’s Hope Lodge in Baltimore.
Congratulations to our newly-inducted
Sigma brothers! We’d like to extend a
special thank-you to our pledgemas-
ters, Brothers Tae Oh, Stephanie
Zhang, and the the pledge committee
for their hard work.

Our brothers have continued to
exemplify the principles of Kappa Psi
and provide help where needed in the
community through service projects
organized by the members of the
Community Service Committee, head-
ed by our community service chairs
Brothers Simon Bae and Suhl A Choi.
In addition to the Step Out: Walk to
Stop Diabetes and volunteering at the
American Cancer Society’s Hope
Lodge, brothers have also spent time
at local organizations in Baltimore like
the Franciscan Center of Baltimore
which aims at providing the needy
with clothing, hot meals, and medical
checkups. Brothers have spent their
Saturdays tutoring local students in
conjunction with another organization
on campus, A Bridge to Academic
Excellence. 

Through the hard work of social
chairs Brittany Harris and Kyung
Koo, and our alumni liaisons, Kathy
Tang and Sara Ly, we were able to
spend what time we didn’t use study-
ing, bonding with one another.
Through events like the Grape Stomp,
a Christmas party, and potluck lun-
cheon events with our alumni, we
were able to foster the brotherhood
that Kappa Psi has made possible.

Sigma brothers were very excited
to meet the chapters of the Mountain
East Province at the inaugural fall
Province meeting! Thirty-two brothers

contacts. I-Grad brothers went out of
their way to host a pre-midyear infor-
mation session: Navigating Midyear.
Dr. Latha Radhakrishnan, our GCD
and Grand Ritualist, gave a brief yet
informative presentation regarding
what to do and what not to do at
Midyear. She also talked about the
application process PhorCAS. After
the presentation, there was a round-
table with Dr. Kavita Singh, senior
manager from Astellas Pharmaceu -
ticals; Dr. Rich Mioni, a clinical phar-
macist; Dr. Seema Kapadia, clinical
pharmacist from Jesse Brown VA
Medical Center; and Dr. Ryan
Szynkarek, PGY1 resident at Mercy
Hospital and Medical Center. This
event was open to all of the Illinois
Chapter and many Delta Nu brothers
were present. Navigating Midyear
was broadcast to Rockford to our
Epsilon Rho brothers. 

The CV workshop and Navigating
Midyear event exemplify what Kappa
Psi stands for: Brotherhood for Life.
These alumni brothers volunteered
their time and experience for the ben-
efit of their collegiate brothers and the
betterment of the Fraternity. 

—Esther Moon

	
 Beta Gamma
University of California-San Francisco
Founded 9/23/1910
betagamma@kappapsi.org

The new academic year is shaping
up to be an exciting time with an ener-
getic new pledge class of 65 students
joining us after rush! The school year
began with a slew of interesting
events organized by rush coordinators
Randal Du and Lexy Reynolds. We
kept the new class busy. In addition to
traditional activities such as hosting

Brothers of Beta Epsilon enjoy the annual pledges vs. brothers football game.

Generations of Bigs and Littles gather together at Beta Eta’s annual Big/Little
Night.
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Dessert Night at the Kappa Psi house,
and a tailgating party before the
Giants game, the brothers invited the
incoming class to an info session filled
with trivia and fun at the Academy of
Sciences “Night Life.” For students
new to San Francisco, Halloween was
much less spooky (and lonely) explor-
ing local haunts with the brothers.  

As we know, pharmacy school isn’t
all fun and games. The endless gaunt-
let of exams, combined with the pres-
sures of securing an internship, can
be daunting. To introduce the P1 class
to the rigors of pharmacy school, offi-
cer Richard Kowalski organized this
year’s �� Cram Night, an event
designed to prepare the P1s for their
first clinical pharmacy exam. A dozen
brothers helped review topics ranging

from immunizations to dyspepsia and
smoking cessation. Richard also orga-
nized our Internship Lunch Talk with
a panel of brothers to discuss their
intern experiences and how they
secured their positions. to highlight
our networking opportunities, officer
Anthony Wong helped connect stu-
dents to Kappa Psi alumni by organiz-
ing a meet and greet Alumni Night.

Officer Tanvi Shah pulled out all
the stops in passing out donation
boxes and expanding awareness for
Light the Night, a walk to raise funds
for the Leukemia & Lymphoma
Society. Our collective efforts paid off
with an all-time high of $3,600!  

The new year brings with it a
plethora of bonding events. As regent
John Horner notes, “Although we are

a big group at Beta Gamma, our sense
of brotherhood always surprises me.
We cherish the opportunities this
great Fraternity has offered us during
our time at UCSF, and we couldn’t be
more excited to introduce our brand
new pledges to Kappa Psi. . . .” 

—Dai Tan

	� Beta Epsilon
University of Rhode Island
Founded 5/17/1911
betaepsilon@kappapsi.org

As the semester came to a close,
the brothers of Beta Epsilon prepared
for finals and a great winter break.
Planning for the Northeast Province
meeting is ongoing as it had to be
rescheduled due to the effects of
Hurricane Sandy. Initiation of new
brothers and Kappa Psi formal took
place in December. 

The chapter recently had the annu-
al pledges versus brothers football
game. As in past years, the brothers
were able to defeat the pledges easily;
this year the score was 28–7. It was an
enjoyable game for all those who
played. The intramural soccer team
was able to win the championship this
semester thanks to some new addi-
tions to the team.

A major activity this fall was
Movember, a charity to raise aware-
ness about men’s health and prostate
cancer. Money raised by our team
went to the Movember Foundation,
the Prostate Cancer Foundation, and
LIVESTRONG. Participants ask for
donations to the cause and do not
shave their mustaches for the dura-
tion of November. The Beta Epsilon
team raised about $200 this year. 

In the new year, we will finally get
to host the first Northeast Province
meeting which we anticipate will be a
great success.

—Jim Handshaw

	 Beta Eta
West Virginia University
Founded 5/16/1925
betaeta@kappapsi.org

We have been busy with Province,
pledging, service, and a little school
work here and there. First and fore-
most, some of our brothers traveled
north to attend the first Mountain
East Province, and it did not disap-
point! We were so happy to meet new
people, see old faces, and kick off
realignment. Our chapter continued
the tradition of volunteering by cook-
ing dinner at our local Ronald
McDonald House, and we had all of
our pledges turn out in full force to
lend a helping hand. We are excited to
not only have such a big pledge class,
but also to have one that is active. We
wrapped up the month by hosting
Kappa Psi’s annual Halloween party in
downtown Morgantown and organiz-
ing a trip to Smithfield, Pennsylvania’s
Fright Farm.

Leading into November, Kappa Psi
organized a food drive to gather dona-
tions for The Rack, a food bank pro-
vided for the sole use of WVU stu-
dents in need. We also took the time
to make cards for the residents of
Sundale Nursing Home to brighten up
their holiday season. One of the most
exciting events this month was the
start of the Big/Little gift-giving lead-
ing up to our Big/Little Night. It is
always fun to see people give and
receive gifts and hints, but it is even
better to see the Bigs reveal them-
selves at our potluck dinner. 

—Tori Capozzi

	� Beta Kappa
University of Pittsburgh
Founded 3/26/1913
betakappa@kappapsi.org

All of the Beta Kappa brothers had
fun at our annual pledging events,
including a Round Robin game night,
a trip to the Etna Scarehouse, a family
lineage dinner at Spaghetti Ware -
house, and Scav Night where the
pledges work together to solve clues
and strengthen their bonds as they
learn more about the Fraternity. We
are excited to initiate 45 pledges into
our Brotherhood!

Once again, brothers have found
time to participate in philanthropy
activities in between all our social
events. This fall, we cooked dinner
and breakfast at Family House, partic-
ipated in Rite Aid wellness fairs, and
helped with Project CHANCE at the

Beta Gamma brothers gather for the Kappa Psi Info Session Night at the
Academy of Sciences Nightlife.

Beta Kappa Brothers (L–R) Kelsey Seibold and Samantha Becker promote Generation Rx during a Rite Aid Wellness Fair.
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Cherry Street Mission. In addition to
donating food, the party itself was
great, as brothers and fellow students
dressed up in the Halloween spirit.  

Weeks later, we hosted the 60th
annual University of Toledo Pharmacy
Formal Dinner Dance which was a big
hit and continues to grow in success
as the years go on. It is always a plea-
sure to have a night where we can lis-
ten to notable faculty and recognize
brothers for their achievements and
the hard work they put into bettering
the Fraternity. This year, we awarded
both regent John Leo Scott, Jr. and
pledgemaster Rushil Patel as Co-
Brothers of the Year for their extraor-
dinary contributions to the chapter.

Beta Lambda brothers also helped
the Red Cross during the eighth annu-
al Veterans Appreciation Breakfast at
Savage Arena. We always find it enjoy-
able to take the time to help serve the
veterans who serve us and cherish
our interaction with them.

We have also been collecting dona-
tions toward University of Toledo’s
Relay For Life at the end of
November. Beta Lambda Brothers
Phil Barile and Stephen Clapacs have
played a big part in our team, raising
more money than any other team at
the event. Currently, we have raised
more than $2,000, and we plan on sell-
ing items during the event for extra

Birmingham Clinic for the under-
served. In November, many brothers
and pledges participated in the
American Heart Association’s Heart
Walk at Heinz Field. This year,
Brothers Luke Berenbrok and Alicia
Lichvar ran in the Crohn’s & Colitis
Team Challenge half-marathon during
ASHP’s Midyear Meeting in Las
Vegas. They both reached their indi-
vidual fundraising goals for the
Crohn’s & Colitis Foundation of
America.

Beta Kappa was so happy to host
the first Mountain East Province
meeting in Pittsburgh this October.
Everything went great and we enjoyed
meeting all the brothers in our new
Province! Many brothers also attend-
ed ASP’s Midyear Regional Meeting
in November and loved seeing all our
neighboring Kappa Psi brothers
again. We are really excited for Delta
Xi to host the next Mountain East
Province meeting in February!

Beta Kappa is getting into the holi-
day spirit and hosting our annual
Christmas party/potluck dinner,
where everyone shows off their cook-
ing and baking skills followed by a
Secret Santa gift exchange and an
appearance from Santa! After winter
break, we will kick off the new semes-
ter with our annual ski trip to Wisp
Resort in Maryland. We are busy plan-
ning our centennial celebration in
April and hope many graduate broth-
ers can come to Pittsburgh for this
special event! 

—Sarah Ward

	� Beta Lambda
University of Toledo
Founded 5/22/1925
betalambda@kappapsi.org

Beta Lambda has been very produc-
tive. Our annual Halloween Party
Food Drive raised more than 200
pounds of canned goods for the local

donations. We continue to sell sun-
glasses through our Web site thehip-
pharmacist.com. All proceeds go to
charity. Thank you for your support.

This semester, we have 10 pledges.
In addition, we are busy planning the
Great Lakes Province spring assem-
bly and could not be more excited for
hosting it. Mark your calendars for
April 19–20.

—Daniel Kovach

	� Beta Nu
Creighton University
Founded 11/21/1914
betanu@kappapsi.org

The brothers of Beta Nu have been
busy. Congratulations to the 25
pledges who were initiated as broth-
ers! Twenty brothers were also cho-
sen to be members of Phi Lambda
Sigma Pharmacy Leadership Society,
which is dedicated to promoting and
recognizing leadership skills. What an
accomplishment! Congratulations to
Tara Dammer on winning Pledge of
the Year! Creighton’s APhA has just
elected our very own brother, Jamie
Ravenscraft, as vice president.
Brothers have also been busy with
community service. We just finished a
Pinky for Poison Control presentation
at a local school, Ronald McDonald
House meals for residents, diabetes
prevention screenings at the local gro-

cery store, and local park cleanups. It
is great to see brothers demonstrate
the leadership and community service
values that embody Kappa Psi.

—Parin Patel

	� Beta Xi
University of North Carolina
Founded 5/1/1915
betaxi@kappapsi.org

The Beta Xi chapter began the fall
semester with Alumni Day on
October 6. The alumni dined with our
collegiate brothers, giving us the
opportunity to gain insight into Beta
Xi traditions, both past and present.
The brothers were able to hear many
exciting stories from the alumni and
listen to advice on pharmacy school.
The following weekend, the chapter
hosted the Beta Xi Family Day. This
was a great chance for the brothers to
show their families what Kappa Psi
means to them. Beta Xi also hosted a
dinner for alumni of the 1960s and
1970s who continue to meet in Chapel

Beta Lambda Brothers Rushil Patel
and John Leo Scott, Jr. awarded 
Co-Brothers of the Year.

Remember Beta Kappa turns 100!
Come to Pittsburgh April 5–7, 2013 for the celebration. 

For more details, email: bkgradinfo@gmail.com.

Pledge Verona Gigi (middle) with
Brothers Stanislav Yavid (L) and
Enora Wu (R) at Beta Nu’s hayrack!

Beta Omicron pledges at their final poster making event.
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Arthritis Foundation, the brothers will
participate in the Jingle Bell Run in
Raleigh. To fundraise for the Jingle
Bell Run, the chapter sold homemade
baked goods to students and faculty.
The brothers have also volunteered
around the UNC Pharmacy School
during various events such as Family
Day and Career Day. They have also
donated their time to Adopt-a-
Highway cleanups and the Breasticle
Festival (organized by Relay For Life
to raise awareness about testicular
and breast cancer). The brothers also
thrived in intramural volleyball. 

	� Beta Omicron
University of Washington
Founded 4/15/1916
betaomicron@kappapsi.org

This first quarter has been very
busy. Rush kicked off with a Mariners
game at Safeco Field which was a fun
way to gather brothers and potential
pledges. We also had a Speed Dating
event to get to know the brothers of
Kappa Psi one on one. In the string of
rush events, we had community cen-
tered activities such as the Adopt-a-
Street Cleanup. This was a great way
to give back to the community by
working together to help clean up the
streets of UW. The American
Diabetes Association’s Step Out: Walk
to Stop Diabetes was another rush
event and a great cause for brothers
to be involved in to promote aware-
ness of this common disease and fight
for a cure. Beta Omicron celebrated
the end of the rush process with some
good food and company at a barbecue
and bonfire in Golden Gardens Park.
This event allowed interested pledges
an opportunity to have any lingering
questions about Kappa Psi answered.

Some memorable pledging events
began with a Trick or Treat for
UNICEF during the Halloween week-
end. Pledges decorated their paddles
in the Paddle Making event which is a
tradition that highlighted the fraterni-
ty aspect of Kappa Psi and the symbol
of brotherhood. Our pledges were
very creative with the designs on their
paddles. The Trivia Night and Poker
Tournament events were enjoyable
and allowed pledges and brothers to
relax and unwind during exams. As

the holiday season approaches,
pledges were involved in the Holiday
Mail for Heroes with the American
Red Cross where they decorated
Christmas cards and printed thought-
ful messages to servicemen and
women serving abroad. During our
Drug Information and Counseling
pledge event, brothers gave advice to
pledges, counseling them on some
commonly prescribed medications.
The last pledge event, which followed
an old Beta Omicron tradition, had
the pledges working together to cre-
ate a class poster that embodied what
they believe Kappa Psi is to them.

On November 30, 26 new brothers
were welcomed into the chapter. Beta
Omicron would like to thank our offi-
cers, brothers, and especially Loan
Tran (chaplain), for their hard work
and dedication in the rush and pledge
processes. We would like to formally
congratulate our new brothers of Beta
Omicron: Alex Kim, Alexandra
Castro, Amanda Nguyen, Amy
Munekiyo, Ann-Chee Cheng,
Cherrie Tse, David Chen, Emily
White, Harry Lee, Ismael
Simekha, Jason Lin, Jessica
Trahey, Joe Lee, Jordan Han, Lena
Perry, Linda Ban, Megan
Yoshimoto, Melissa Nguyen,
Michelle Choi, Shirley Quach,
Shirley So, Sonny Tran, Sujay
Chang, Tiffany Lo, Tiffany Siu and
Trisha Mow.

In between rush and pledge events
this year, Beta Omicron has held
monthly chapter meetings, a pumpkin
carving contest organized by Jessica
Liu (social coordinator), and also dis-
tributed Halloween candygrams, a
fundraising event spearheaded by
Jessie Hori (fundraising coordinator).
On November 17, a handful of broth-
ers took a short trip to Portland to
welcome Epsilon Xi’s Delta Pledge
Class initiation. Currently, Beta
Omicron is constructing and will be
publishing Beta Omicron Times, a
newsletter that will feature upcoming
events, and updates in the chapter. 

—Amy Lin

Hill every year to reminisce about
their time as collegiate brothers. 

Beta Xi also hosted some social
events. We organized a Halloween
party for both Kappa Psi’s and peers
from the UNC Eshelman School of
Pharmacy and UNC-Chapel Hill’s
undergraduate campus. The brothers
were able to show off their creative
sides with many diverse costumes. We
also hosted a Thanksgiving dinner for
brothers, alumni, and UNC faculty. 

This semester, Beta Xi has been
very active in community service. As
part of our service project for the

Beta Chi brothers posing for a picture on the dance floor for the “Don’t Hate the Player, Hate the Game” theme at the
Northern Plains Province

Beta Xi Brothers Welles and Pasley at
Beta Xi’s Alumni Day.

Beta Xi Brothers Angle, Kirksey, and Ledford at Beta Xi’s Halloween Party.
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	� Beta Upsilon
Butler University
Founded 2/27/1930
betaupsilon@kappapsi.org

This fall has been focused on phil-
anthropy, which is an important part
of Kappa Psi. It has allowed our broth-
ers to join hands to help others while
still being able to enjoy fellowship.
Our chapter helped clean up the
White River Canal in late September.
The incoming pledge class planned a
food drive in October that culminated
with them trick-or-treating for cans in
the nearby Tarkington neighborhood
just off campus. They collected a
whole trunkload plus a backseat full of
canned food to donate to the Mid-
North Food Pantry in Indianapolis. In
November, around 50 brothers dedi-
cated their Saturday to leaf raking in
the Tarkington neighborhood. This
year, we had 20 houses sign up and
raised more than $400 plus some
canned food donations to present to
the Mid-North Food Pantry. Finally,
our chapter sponsored a campus
Diabetes Awareness Week to support
National Diabetes Month. Brothers
volunteered their time to educate stu-
dents and staff about Type 1 and Type
2 diabetes, risk factors and preven-
tion, as well as healthy habits. Our
chapter gave away water, granola
bars, and pedometers to the Butler
campus. Some highlights of the week,
compiled by our Philanthropy
Committee co-chairs, included
demonstrations on how to properly
inject insulin and an activity to test
people on how much sugar, fat, and
carbohydrates are in common foods
that most perceive as being healthy
such as bananas and cottage cheese.  

	� Beta Pi
Washington State University
Founded 4/18/1916
betapi@kappapsi.org

In October, our Beta Pi Big
Brothers got to meet their Littles at
our annual Big/Little Bowling Night.
We hosted an “Alma Mater” themed
social event in Spokane with our third-
and fourth-year brothers followed by
the Step Out: Walk to Stop Diabetes
event. In October, we proudly initiated
46 pledges into the Brotherhood! Our
Spokane brothers put on a health fair
where we administered free flu shots
obtained through a grant we received
from Target. Beta Pi has also started
fundraising for our Relay For Life
team. We are proud to share that with-
in one month, we have already raised
more than $1,000! As a chapter
fundraiser, we helped a former profes-
sor with fall yard work. We enjoyed a
brisk morning of raking leaves and
were rewarded with a warm lunch and
the opportunity to make freshly
pressed apple cider. Brothers traveled
to the University of Utah to participate
in the chartering and initiation of
Epsilon Chi. We also attended the ini-
tiations of Epsilon Xi and Beta
Omicron, and welcome all of our new
brothers into the family.

We are excited to have both
Pullman and Spokane brothers get
together this holiday for an Ugly
Sweater social event. Our annual ski
trip to Silver Mountain is quickly
approaching as well as our KΨ/PPSO
Winter Formal Banquet. 

—Michelle Hatchett

We have been delighted to share
the importance of Kappa Psi with 39
pledges this fall. In November, we cel-
ebrated the special bonds during
Big/Little Reveal. Each family got to
celebrate in the addition of the new
members by having a dessert party
after the reveal. Beta Upsilon is look-
ing forward to initiating the new
pledge class in December.

Kappa Psi brothers comprised two
intramural volleyball teams this fall
which allowed for quality brotherhood
bonding. The two teams actually met
in the playoffs and had competitive
fun throughout both of their seasons. 

We raised more than $400 by sell-
ing “ButleRx” T-shirts to the student
body. More fundraising efforts are
being planned, namely selling blood
pressure kits to the P1 class. 

Our chapter always enjoys brother-
hood events planned by our Fraternal
Relations Committee. In October,
brave brothers visited a haunted

house. We are looking forward to
future events that include ice skating
as well as attending a Butler Bulldogs
home men’s basketball game!

—Molly Radford

	� Beta Phi
University of Cincinnati
Founded 2/12/1927
betaphi@kappapsi.org

At our annual Halloween party we
were able to fill three large boxes with
donated canned food items for the
Ronald McDonald House, and we
gave out prizes for the most creative
costumes. Rush and pledge events
have included meeting at Dave and
Busters, a scavenger hunt, bowling,
and tie dying T-shirts.  This year, Beta
Phi has 29 pledges who are looking
forward to becoming brothers at initi-
ation in January. Our chapter had four
brothers attend the inaugural Great
Lakes Province Meeting in Big
Rapids, MI.  

Beta Omicron brothers Trick-or-Treat for UNICEF.

Beta Upsilon P1s received red carnations from their Kappa Psi brothers after the
White Coat Ceremony.

Beta Psi Brothers Ryan Feldman and
Tabitha Bennish show off their broth-
erly and their patriotic love at the first
Northern Plains Province assembly.
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ABOVE: Beta Chi brothers brought extra cheer to a local family in need this holiday
season by providing gifts for the three children and single mother. RIGHT: Beta Pi
brothers and pledges enjoy time together at the Step Out: Walk to Stop Diabetes
event.

Beta Gamma brothers prepare to
walk for Light the Night: (L–R)
Shikha Sanjiv, regent John Horner,
community affairs coordinator
Tanvi Shah, and Arthur Andakyan

Gamma Eta brothers dress like princesses to
send a family to Disneyland during their Make‐
A‐Wish philanthropy event.

brothers helping othershigh ideals
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Omaha. We enjoyed meeting our new
brothers and dressing up in America-
wear and video game costumes! Beta
Chi is in the process of preparing to
host the second Northern Plains
Province conclave in Des Moines
April 12–13!

—Joseph Lutgen

	� Beta Psi
University of Wisconsin
Founded 12/6/1919
betapsi@kappapsi.org

The Beta Psi chapter has accom-
plished a vast amount of brotherly
bonding in the past few months. We
were able to enjoy many alumni at our
annual Wisconsin Badgers football
tailgate and saw several fourth-years
when they came to the chapter house
to take part in a roundtable discussion
about their rotations. Our pledges col-
lected donations for UNICEF at an
excellent Halloween party they host-
ed, which was followed by pumpkin
carving and a trip to a huge corn
maze. We had numerous fraternal din-
ners at the house, with an especially
memorable Kappa Psi Thanksgiving
Potluck—or “Brosgiving”—during
which delicious dishes were passed.
Pledges, parents, and sponsors have
also been getting to know each other
over family dinners. Community out-
reach included brothers participating
in Katy’s Kids; attending a Bowl-a-
Thon to support the Minority
Academic Proficiency Program of a
Madison community center; cooking
for the Ronald McDonald House; run-
ning the Color Me Rad 5K; and
putting on pharmacy school bagel
sales to raise money for the Salvation
Army’s Adopt-a-Family program. 

Also this fall, the University of
Cincinnati's College of Pharmacy ded-
icated their new skills lab facility to a
former faculty member and Kappa
Psi, Brother J. Richard Wuest. 

—Jennifer Hanify

	� Beta Chi
Drake University
Founded 5/3/1930
betachi@kappapsi.org

Beta Chi’s fall semester was filled
with philanthropy, fellowship, and fun.
Our 23 pledges have been busy plan-
ning their fundraising, philanthropy
and social events. We spent an
evening with the pledges at a corn
maze and pumpkin patch. Each
pledge and pledge-dad pair carved a
pumpkin, and the winning pumpkin
carving was of George W. Bush! Beta
Chi has started a new tradition of run-
ning a fun 5K each semester, so this
semester brothers enjoyed getting
painted in colors at the Color Run 5K.

We have continued to cook meals
at the Des Moines Ronald McDonald
House and give free blood pressure
screenings at health fairs on campus
and in the community. This holiday
season we are sponsoring a family’s
Christmas by purchasing gifts for
three boys along with some gifts for
the single mom. We will also be pro-
viding a Christmas dinner for the fam-
ily. It has been special for us to give to
someone in need, and we look for-
ward to meeting the children! 

Beta Chi has been actively fundrais-
ing this semester by selling Drake
College of Pharmacy & Health
Sciences apparel and working in con-
cessions at Iowa Cubs games. We
have also started cleaning up the
stands after Bucs hockey games and
after Wells Fargo Arena events.

Forty-five brothers and seven
pledges from Beta Chi attended the
first Northern Plains Province con-
clave hosted by Gamma Epsilon in

Beta Psi will never forget the first
Northern Plains Province assembly
that many chapter brothers attended.
We were endlessly proud when Beta
Psi Brother Kaytee Meo-Martino was
chosen NPP Chaplain. 

The chapter has been working hard
to update our chapter ordinances and
to put together a set of formal house
rules. Beta Psi has decided to start
sending e-mail updates to the chapter
once a block, updating how the fourth-
years on rotations are doing, and to
keep in touch. Beta Psi also plans to
start an electronic semester newslet-
ter to send to alumni, the School of
Pharmacy dean and associate dean,
and the �� Central Office. Plans for
the future include the holiday party,
the Beta Psi Founders Day celebra-
tion, and the exciting annual banquet. 

—Gabrielle Russell

	� Beta Omega
Temple University
Founded 5/22/1930
betaomega@kappapsi.org

Beta Omega had a shortcoming in
this year’s flag football run, losing in
the first round to the eventual champi-
ons. After being down in the dumps
for a few days, our spirits were soon
lifted as pledging was set to begin.
With almost 40 rushees, we narrowed
down and gave pledge bids to only the
ones worthy of wearing the �� let-
ters. Twelve new brothers were
inducted into Kappa Psi this semester.

Our most memorable pledge events
include our annual Christmas themed
party with Lambda Kappa Sigma, Beta
Omega Thanksgiving, and TUSP’s
Winter Formal. As finals week
approached, brothers worked on our

Beta Pi’s newly initiated brothers.

Beta Upsilon brothers volunteered to clean up the White River Canal.

Beta Psi Brothers Calli Crotty, Ashley
Hesprich, and Lindsey Braun show off
their newly decorated white coats after
the Color Me Rad 5K charity event.
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fall philanthropy project where we
sponsor children of families affected
by cancer for the holidays. We can
hardly wait to finally get the Northeast
Province established and meet our
new Province brothers next semester.

—Zack Woods


� Gamma Delta
Ohio Northern University
Founded 3/20/1920
gammadelta@kappapsi.org

In the beginning of October,
Gamma Delta and Ada Grad were able
to host an eventful homecoming cele-
bration. Homecoming was filled with
various activities such as a parade and

tailgate. The evening ended with a
dinner and slide show at the local
VFW for alumni, collegiate brothers,
and pledges. 

Other social events for the chapter
included a Halloween party, hoedown,
and Thanksgiving dinner. The
Halloween party was the first social
gathering for pledges and brothers to
meet. It was complete with games,
music, and costumes! The pledges
were able to host our second com-
bined social event, a hoedown. A few
of the pledges taught everyone how to
line dance to a few country classics.
Gamma Delta is pleased to announce
that we welcomed 23 new brothers:
Henna Csont, Isabel Cwikla, Pat
Gayetsky, Maria Hamman, Gabby
Heck, Brian Heilbronner, Olivia
Henton, Allie Herman, Austin
Hilverding, Kati Hoyle, Katerina
Jordan, Liz Kramer, Helena Ladd,
Chris Leiby, Cat Oby, Sarah Pelger,
Katie Pritchard, Lucas Sensius,
Kelly Sheridan, Adriana Sikora,
Matt Smaldino, Maria Thrasher
and Jamie Westenkirchner.

Gamma Delta also had a special
visit from graduate Brothers Phil
Oelson, Charles Brown, and Charles
Fowler. These brothers presented our
regent with the regent’s pin used in
years past. We really appreciate the
alumni passing a very special pin on to
our chapter!   

With Province realignment,
Gamma Delta is now part of the Great
Lakes Province. We represented our
chapter in Big Rapids, Michigan, for
the first assembly of the new
Province. Our regent, Madalyn
McMinn, was also elected Secretary!

Congrats to her and thanks to Gamma
Chi for hosting a great Province.

—Amanda Lanker


� Gamma Epsilon
University of Nebraska
Founded 3/20/1920
gammaepsilon@kappapsi.org

Gamma Epsilon was honored to
host the very first conclave for the
newly formed Northern Plains
Province at the beginning of
November. At the meetings, officers
were elected and new bylaws were
adopted. We had a wonderful time
meeting the newly added chapters at
our socials. The first night was
America Night where we showed
pride for our country by wearing red,
white, and blue. The second night
entailed dressing up as video game
characters. It was great seeing our
Province’s creativity shine with people
dressed as Pac-Man, Tetris, Mario,
and the Ninja Turtles. At the dinner,
we were honored to have our own
Grand Council Deputy, Dr. Edward
Roche, speak. Dr. Roche has been
Gamma Epsilon’s GCD since 1972
and will be retiring after 40 years of
service. We will be sad to see Dr.
Roche leave but are excited to get to
know our new GCD, Dr. Pat Fuller.

Besides being busy with conclave,
Gamma Epsilon was excited to initiate
22 new members this year. After initi-
ation, we celebrated by having all
members to our annual camping
retreat. Our members also helped out
at the Ronald McDonald House by
buying groceries and cooking for the
families who are staying there. In the
spring semester we will be working to

set up our annual Hoops for Healing
Basketball Tournament to raise
money for the Juvenile Diabetes
Research Foundation. We closed out
our semester with a potluck dinner
and meeting. 

—Amanda Edgerton


� Gamma Zeta
Samford University
Founded 3/20/1935
gammazeta@kappapsi.org

Gamma Zeta has been very busy
getting to know our new pledge class
through many social events. In
October, Gamma Zeta members got
to spend time with one another at a
haunted house. Everyone had a great
time bonding. Brothers also got
together to watch football at Buffalo
Wild Wings. Our pledges participated
in a philanthropy event at Jimmie Hale
Missions where they donated non-per-
ishable food items. Also, all of the
members were very excited about the
Big/Little Brother Reveal. Gamma
Zeta has also been busy participating
in many philanthropy events such as
health screenings at Brother Bryan
and the Reading is Fundamental
Program. As part of the Reading is
Fundamental Program, Kappa Psi
brothers were able to distribute books
to preschool classes, teach elemen-
tary students about the importance of
literacy, and help them read. At
Brother Bryan, Gamma Zeta mem-
bers were able to perform blood glu-
cose readings, blood pressure screen-
ings, and BMI calculations.  

Gamma Zeta hosted our annual
Halloween Party for the entire phar-
macy school, with the help of our
pledge class. Everyone had a blast and
wore their best costumes! Our chapter
hosted our Annual Red and Black
Thanksgiving dinner where we gave
thanks for our many blessings. 

We are looking forward to seeing
all of the chapters at the inaugural
Gulf Coast Province winter conclave
at Auburn. —Brooke Devore

Beta Kappa brothers enjoy the first Mountain East Province meeting.

Beta Psi Co-GCD Lori Joas and
Brother Tabitha Bennish sit together
at a chapter dinner.

Molly Kulp represents Ohio Northern’s
mascot as a Kappa Psi!



for a delicious feast. Being a part of a
group that gets so involved in our com-
munity is so incredibly rewarding!

A new fundraiser we have was in
honor of a young man from Huntley
Project, Montana, a small town where
a few of our brothers grew up. This
young man broke his leg in the last
game of his sophomore season and
contracted an infection that resulted in
an amputation. One of our brothers,
Teale Steffes, put together a bake sale
to help fundraise for an athletic pros-
thetic that he needs in order to contin-
ue to play sports after he recovers.

We put on our first professional
event this October, inviting a pharma-
cist from Billings to speak about the
clinical work she does while working
at a chain retail pharmacy. There was a
great turnout of brothers, other stu-
dents, and faculty alike to hear Dr.
Kori Miller talk about additional oppor-
tunities for pharmacists. 

Our Ice Cream Social Speed Dating
gave current brothers and rushees a
chance to ask each other questions
and get to know one another in a new,
fun way!  Since not all brothers or
rushees could make it to every event,
this was a great way to meet each and
every rushee and ask them a few ques-
tions. Our annual Halloween party was
an awesome way to end October.
Gamma Eta brothers turned out in
their most creative costumes to com-
pete for the coveted costume contest
prizes. Costumes ranged from the
Despicable Me Minions to the beloved
cartoon character Cat-Dog to Mary
Poppins and Bert. 

On November 5, Gamma Eta initiat-
ed 29 new brothers. We are ecstatic
with this rush class. 

—Casey Lauver


� Gamma Theta
University of Missouri-Kansas City
Founded 5/17/1957
gammatheta@kappapsi.org

Gamma Theta has continued its tra-
dition of upholding social, academic,
and philanthropic success. We hosted
our schoolwide Halloween party on
October 26 where we collected canned
goods for Harvesters Food Pantry.
Brothers have been busy volunteering
at this food pantry throughout the
semester as well as at the Kansas City
Free Health Clinic. When members
are not enjoying philanthropic events,
they have been getting to know our
pledges. A pledge party, speed meet-
and-greet, and happy hour have been
held to bring brothers and pledges
closer together, and we were very
excited to have our pledges at our
annual holiday dinner as well. We
were even more excited about our holi-
day dinner than usual this year as
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Brothers play dodgeball at the Pacific West Province meeting. 

Brothers at the first Pacific West Dodge Ball tournament.

The Southeast Florida and the Bahamas Graduate chapter Brothers
Ryan Howerton, Daniel Welch, Marvin Smith, Michael Nunes, and
Ryan Ritchie attending the Masquerade Ball during the inaugural
Southeast Province conclave.


 Gamma Eta
University of Montana
Founded 6/4/1920
gammaeta@kappapsi.org

Gamma Eta had the opportunity to
enjoy fun activities such as pumpkin
carving at the Ronald McDonald
House and going to a local corn maze
this fall. One of our biggest philan-
thropy events of October is our “Trick
or Eat” food drive for the Poverello
Center. The Pov is a local homeless
shelter that has been providing food,
shelter and clothing to the homeless
since 1974. Gamma Eta walked around
neighborhoods in Missoula to drop off
fliers letting residents know that we
would be picking up goods the follow-
ing week. We ended up collecting two
carloads of food! Another fantastic
ongoing philanthropy event is our
biweekly dodgeball games with the
local Boys and Girls Club. We have
witnessed some very intense competi-
tion among participants. Gamma Eta
continues to work with the Make-A-
Wish Foundation. This fall we helped
send a young girl on her trip to
Disneyland. Brothers decorated the
hotel room she and her family stayed
in, paid for their dinner, and got up at
the crack of dawn to dress up in
princess attire and wish her a safe trip.

In the spirit of the holidays, Gamma
Eta once again participated in the Red
Cross Holiday Mail for Heroes pro-
gram. Brothers came together and got
creative making Christmas cards to
send overseas to men and women
serving in our military. Gamma Eta
also adopted a family for Thanks giving
this year and provided all the supplies

New Provinc

Brothers Bernard Murray, Vicky
Shah, Nana Addo, Sudan Cory
Gordon, Maric Allen, and Mark
Wadley represent the hungry men
of Delta Kappa before the MEP 
banquet.

Gamma Eta brothers work with kids
during their biweekly dodgeball games
at the local Boys and Girls Club.



fellowship. industry. sobriety. 
high ideals.

ABOVE: Harry Patrick Marcelin (Orlando Grad), Jenny
Carrillo (Orlando Grad), Alexis Gaggini (St. Louis Grad),
and Eric Geyer (Toledo Grad) at the inaugural Mid‐America
Province conclave.
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Epsilon Mu brothers are don their masks at the inaugural Southeast Province conclave.

Savannah Grad during the inaugural Southeast Province Masquerade Ball –
Go Dawgs!

ABOVE: Brothers at the first Pacific West Province
meeting. BELOW: Fast food stop for Beta Psi 
brothers on their way to Nebraska for the first
Northern Plains Province assembly. The journey is
half the fun!

ces Gather! New friendships are made!

New adventures, fresh ideas!
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zombies. The event had music, a
dance floor, refreshments, and a
photo booth—all free to students,
courtesy of the Gamma Nu chapter.
The event, co-hosted by ASUOP, the
student-run government of UOP, was
filled with fun that lasted until two in
the morning.

Gamma Nu’s excellent athletes
dominated many athletic competi-
tions. Brothers teamed up with a few
female friends to create a Co-Rec team
for grass volleyball and ended up win-
ning the championship. Brother Vince
Banh dominated the annual Ping-
Pong tournament hosted by UOP Rec
Sports, eliminating all competition. 

—Jason Kim


� Gamma Omicron
University of Oklahoma
Founded 2/3/1923
gammaomicron@kappapsi.org

Gamma Omicron hit the ground
running this fall semester planning for
rush. We had a Las Vegas theme with
the slogan “Welcome to Fabulous
Kappa Psi.” Potential new members
learned what Kappa Psi is all about
from current officers, faculty alumni,
and alumni in the local community.
We played trivia that included ques-
tions about Las Vegas and fun facts
about current Kappa Psi members.
Our hard work paid off with our chap-
ter gaining 39 new members!
Initiation was in early November. We
are currently in the midst of planning
the Southwest Province, which will be
held in Oklahoma City in February.
Gamma Omicron is looking forward
to seeing our fellow SWP brothers!

—Lindsey Crane

members of Rho and the Kansas City
Graduate chapter joined us to cele-
brate. Brothers enjoyed spending
time together while also collecting
toys to benefit Toys for Tots.

—Kelsey Bingham


� Gamma Kappa
South Dakota State University
Founded 10/18/1958
gammakappa@kappapsi.org

This semester we initiated 39 new
brothers into our chapter. We would
like to congratulate Haylee Brodersen
and Brittany Williams who were rec-
ognized as outstanding pledges for
the fall 2012 semester. Both of them
were very active throughout the
pledging process and we look forward
to them continuing their involvement.
Gamma Kappa would like to thank Joe
Berendse and Kelci Owen for all their
hard work as pledgemasters. 

Brothers have taken part in many
service projects in the community.
Most recently, we had the opportunity
to prepare and distribute food for
Feeding Brookings. We began our
annual Penny War competition in an
effort to raise money for the local
domestic abuse shelter. 

We would also like to congratulate
Brother Alex Olinger for being named
to the first Missouri Valley Football
Conference all-academic team. 

—Seth Moe


� Gamma Nu
University of the Pacific
Founded 9/17/1960
gammanu@kappapsi.org

Gamma Nu’s fall activities allowed
the brothers to provide social events
for the rest of the University of Pacific
campus as well as show our strength
and dominance on the athletic fields.

On October 24, University of the
Pacific hosted a “Safe Trick-or-
Treating” event where children came
to campus. Many clubs and organiza-
tions held booths where children
could play mini games and receive
candy in a safe and open environment
in daylight. The campus swarmed
with children of all ages, eager to fill
their bags with candy. The chapter
held a basketball booth where the
children would try their best shot or
get assistance from a brother to make
a basket. They were awarded candy
for their efforts. The event was a great
success and the Gamma Nu booth
was by far one of the most. 

Two days later, the brothers hosted
their second Halloween Havoc, which
was opened up to anyone with a
University of the Pacific student ID.
Many came, dressed in costumes
varying from the video game charac-
ter Mario to horrifying costumes like


� Gamma Pi
St. Louis College of Pharmacy
Founded 3/19/1946
gammapi@kappapsi.org

In September, the Gamma Pi chap-
ter held a St. Baldrick’s event to help
find a cure for children’s cancer and
raised $2,967.20; St. Louis College of
Pharmacy as a whole raised $5,477.20.
In response to the amount of dona-
tions, one of our brothers received a
personal e-mail from the chief philan-
thropy officer, Rebecca Weaver, who
informed the chapter that with our
help, a new grant to Cardinal Glennon
Children’s Medical Center at St. Louis
University was made. This grant will
allow kids treated in St. Louis to have
access to more clinical trials in order
to receive the best treatments known
or some that may offer higher survival
rates or lower toxic effects. The grant
funds Clinical Research Associates to
make these trials available and results
are shared to help kids nationally.

Gamma Pi held a bake sale on
November 15 to help two brothers
participating in the St. Jude Marathon.
To raise awareness for World AIDs
Week, Gamma Pi paired up with
SNPhA on November 26 for a pizza
sale and handed out ribbons and pins
to people who bought a slice. On
November 27, the chapter held a
blood drive which helped the Red
Cross receive 51 productive units. As
a brotherhood event, the chapter will
be having a Christmas social on the
evening of the last day of finals where
a white elephant gift exchange will
take place. The chapter has also
adopted two families for Adopt-a-

Family and is collecting items for
them. In preparation for second-years
doing interviews to enter the profes-
sional program, Gamma Pi is offering
mock interviews that will take place in
January a few days before their actual
interview. 

—Kelli Maher


� Gamma Rho
University of New Mexico
Founded 2/16/1948
gammarho@kappapsi.org

There have been many exciting
happenings with Gamma Rho these
past few months! Community out-
reach and scientific research are just a
few of the fundamental pillars Gamma
Rho has been building the chapter
upon this past semester. Vial of Life,
blood drives, Toys for Tots, and
Generation Rx are all projects the
local chapter has been participating
in. Recently, Brother Keenan Ryan
started a student interest group devot-
ed to research among pharmacy stu-
dents, a great step to helping educate
providers to be lifelong learners. The
chapter has also been making strides
to rekindle our connection with alum-
ni in the community and have been
actively pursuing the formation of an
active graduate chapter. 

—Matthew Murphy 


� Gamma Sigma
University of Florida
Founded 4/28/1949
gammasigma@kappapsi.org

This last October 31, things
became horrific at the annual Gamma
Sigma Halloween party. It was called

Gamma Delta participates in annual homecoming parade with Brother Elissa McCracken, Miss Ohio.
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for, though, as the proceeds benefited
the Sebastian Ferrero Foundation. 

In 2007, a 3-year-old named
Sebastian Ferrero fell victim to a
series of preventable medication
errors at Shands Hospital. This was
the same teaching hospital that
housed the University of Florida’s
Health Science Complex, including
the College of Pharmacy. Sebastian’s
parents established the foundation in
order to bring clinicians’ attention to
the issue of medication errors in
hopes that they can be avoided. The

2012 event raised $260, which was
duly delivered to the Foundation.

What may have been more impor-
tant, though, was the message regard-
ing medication errors that reached
hundreds of healthcare professionals.

—Joseph Ladd 


� Gamma Upsilon
University of Arizona
Founded 3/20/1950
gammaupsilon@kappapsi.org

Gamma Upsilon brothers had a
great time at the first Pacific West

Province fall assembly in Las Vegas.
In addition to attending the Pacific
West Province, the chapter held two
successful fundraisers (a Halloween
bake sale and a pledge-run car wash)
that raised $600 for the American Red
Cross to help in the disaster relief
efforts after Hurricane Sandy. Gamma
Upsilon also volunteered at the
Tucson Community Food Bank’s com-
munity farm. Our brothers helped
make new fertilizer as well as cleared
land for future plantings. Our work
ensures that those in need will have
access to fresh locally grown produce.

Gamma Upsilon also had a great
time this semester getting to know
our pledges. We had our annual social
trip to a local corn maze the week
before Halloween in addition to the
first of our biannual kickball games.
At our initiation, we welcomed 35 new
brothers whom we are excited to have
in our chapter. 

—Bryan Sears


� Gamma Phi
University of Georgia
Founded 5/23/1951
gammaphi@kappapsi.org

The brothers are proud to have 13
new additions as we finished pledging
in November. Throughout the past
few months, the brothers have been
involved in community service. We
participated in Adopt-a-Highway, and
as the holidays approached, brothers
helped set up Christmas trees and
lights around the school to help every-
one get in the holiday mood.

There has been time for some fun.
The chapter hosted its Low Country
Boil where brothers brought dates
and some alumni returned to enjoy
traditional Southern food. A few

weeks prior to that, Gamma Phi held
its Halloween party where brothers
and students from the pharmacy
school came dressed in many great
costumes. The winners were several
third-year girls who dressed as Taco
Bell hot sauce. The chapter is excited
about the annual Grinch party where
donations are taken for Toys for Tots.
The brothers are hoping everyone will
come out in their tackiest Christmas
outfits and enjoy a showing of “How
the Grinch Stole Christmas” to relax
one last time before finals begin.

The chapter also participated in
intramural sports this semester. The
flag football team made a deep run
into the playoffs, falling just short of
the championship game. The basket-
ball season begins soon and softball
and soccer are just around the corner. 

—Dustin Cooper


� Gamma Chi
Ferris State University
Founded 5/6/1952
gammachi@kappapsi.org

This semester at Gamma Chi has
flown by. We recently hosted the inau-
gural Great Lakes Province, which
went very well. The chapter put in a
lot of hard work to make the meeting
special, and we hope everyone had a
memorable weekend. We almost dou-
bled the number of active brothers in
Big Rapids with the initiation of our
newest pledge class. Gamma Chi wel-
comed six new brothers: Ryan
Banks, Justin Clark, Katie
Czajkowski, Brett Jenkins, Alex
Proux and Amanda Thomas.

Ferris State College of Pharmacy
plans to open a pharmacy within the
college to complement the free dia-
betes clinic it does in conjunction with
the College of Optometry. Our chap-
ter is part of an ongoing competition
among the pharmacy organizations to
raise money for the new pharmacy.
One of the events we participated in
was a pop can drive in which the
groups raised more than $200 in one
hour. Several members also volun-
teered at the Special Olympics State
Poly-Hockey event this past month.
Brothers helped with everything from
keeping score of the games to enter-
taining the athletes while they were
not playing. It was a great experience
to do arts and crafts and play games
with the athletes.  

—Erin Eriksson


� Gamma Psi
Mercer University
Founded 3/16/1953
gammapsi@kappapsi.org

In October, several Gamma Psi
brothers were honored at the Mercer
Annual Pharmacy Honors Luncheon

Gamma Delta Littles scramble to untangle the web to find their Bigs!

Gamma Eta brothers dress up for their annual Halloween party as Minions from Despicable Me.
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and were able to use the money raised
to donate to a local food pantry for
their food drive as well as pay for our
rush events. After a fun Halloween-
themed rush party that included
pumpkin carving, good food, and bet-
ter company, we welcomed 33 new
faces to our family! As a chapter that
consisted of nine members only two
years ago, we are thrilled with our
growth! The pledges’ first project will
be the honored tradition of Kappa Psi
Chili Pie, which will help pay their
way to conclave. With our growth in
numbers, we have many more service
projects planned for next semester
such as Give a Spit about Cancer,
Habitat for Humanity, and our
Highway Cleanup. We are very excit-
ed about the future of Kappa Psi at
UAMS!

—Helen Chang

�	 Delta Beta
Southwestern Oklahoma State
University
Founded 3/13/1963
deltabeta@kappapsi.org

The fall semester proved to be a
thrilling one for the Delta Beta broth-
ers, and we are excited to finish the
year on a good note by adding 10 new
members to the Brotherhood. We are
more active than ever on campus; the
Apothescary, Kappa mixer, and
Kollecting with Kappas food drive
were an enormous success. The last
fundraiser of the semester was our
annual Toys for Tots Donation Drive
that ran November 26–30. This
semester we decided to make the
donation drive a competition between
all the pharmacy organizations. All of
them showed a lot of enthusiasm for
this new venture, and we are thrilled

for stellar academic and leadership
performance. 

Our philanthropic events included a
health care event at an annual food
fair dubbed the “Taste of Tucker.”
Here, brothers performed blood pres-
sure and glucose testing as well as
provided information on diabetes and
cholesterol. Our commitment to ser-
vice to the Red Cross in collecting
blood donations also continued in the
month of October. It was very suc-
cessful and we surpassed our goal of
20 pints. In November, the chapter
collaborated with the Christian
Pharmacist Fellowship International
Chapter in an initiative called
Operation Christmas Child. Brothers
helped pack more than 100 boxes of
toys, school supplies and clothes for
underprivileged children in Third
World countries. Knowing a child is
having a merrier Christmas due to our
efforts is reward enough for all the
paper cuts we suffered.  

In September, Gamma Psi held a
joint social called Kappapalooza with
Mercer’s Kappa Epsilon chapter. This
year’s theme was Glow Painting and
was a lot of fun. We also hosted our
annual Halloween party and had a
Thanksgiving Potluck where broth-
ers’ hidden culinary skills were dis-
covered. In November, a few of us
were in sunny Orlando for the inau-
gural Southeast Province conclave. 

—Justin Kyei-Frimpong


� Gamma Omega
University of Arkansas
Founded 5/28/1955
gammaomega@kappapsi.org

This fall was an exciting time for
Gamma Omega. We started the year
off with a successful T-shirt fundraiser

to be able to see this fundraiser grow
so much. We have already started
preparations for the spring semester
as we are planning our annual golf
tournament to raise money for St.
Jude and working on our next endeav-
or, Relay For Life.

—Erik Hart

�
 Delta Gamma
Auburn University
Founded 2/24/1963
deltagamma@kappapsi.org

This fall our brothers participated
in both local and national community
service projects. In October, 35 broth-
ers raised $895 for Autism Speaks, the
nation’s largest autism advocacy and

research organization. Our team
raised the most money out of all par-
ticipating teams at the event! Brothers
also worked with NCPA to honor
Breast Cancer Awareness Month
through our pink ribbon fundraiser.
All donations were given to the Joy to
Life Foundation which provides free
mammograms and breast cancer
screenings to medically underserved
women, and raises awareness and pro-
vides breast cancer education/sup-
port for women in Alabama. In
November, brothers and pledges sent
21 boxes of supplies to Hurricane
Sandy victims in New Jersey.
Brothers donated more than 100
pounds of food to help supply the East

Gamma Nu Brother Melvin Lal offers some candy to a child who made a basket.

Gamma Upsilon brothers and pledges volunteering at Tucson Community Food Bank.
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Alabama Food Bank during the holi-
day season. Additionally, we collected
five boxes of toys for donation to
Auburn’s local Toys for Tots drive.
Brothers also participated in five
health fairs this semester where
screenings for blood pressure, blood
glucose, cholesterol and AIDs were
freely provided to patients. 

Delta Gamma brothers continue to
demonstrate industry and leadership

in their academic endeavors. At the
NCPA annual conference, Brother
Dustin Brooks was honored with a
scholarship from the McKesson
Foundation. With the leadership of
Brother Boopathy Sivaraman, our
NCPA chapter was recognized as one
of the top ten chapters in the U.S.
Brother Adam Patterson was honored
for his legislative efforts with a recog-
nition award. With the leadership of
Grant McGuffey, our chapter of SCCP
is spearheading an effort to establish a
clinical pharmacist shadowing pro-
gram at our pharmacy school. We
were also honored to host Kappa Psi
Grand Ritualist Latha Radhakrishnan
to speak to students about residencies
and oncology pharmacy. Eight broth-
ers (Matt Savoie, Natalie Gist, Jenn
Lakanen, Greg Massey, Wesley
Oliver, Adam Patterson, Erin
McCreary and Christina Laird) were
inducted into the pharmacy leader-
ship society, Phi Lambda Sigma, for
their student leadership this fall.
Finally, we had brothers in attendance
at annual meetings for NCPA, APhA-
ASP, ASHP and ACCP. 

Our pledging process is still under-
way with 47 active pledges. In
October, we revealed Big Brothers to

pledges. We look forward to our annu-
al camping trip in the spring semester
with the pledges. Brothers of Delta
Gamma love to work and play hard.
Social chair Brittany Rose planned a
total of five socials this semester to
keep our bonds of fellowship alive. 

—Christina Laird

�� Delta Delta
University of Houston
Founded 2/28/1963
deltadelta@kappapsi.org

We would like to commend our
pledges for doing a stellar job on
three projects. The pledges threw a
bowling social for the actives and
incorporated fun, interactive games
throughout the night that brought
brothers together. They also volun-
teered at the S.H.A.P.E. Community
Center, one of the most involved com-
munity centers in Houston’s African
American community, where they
helped organize bookshelves, picked
up trash, and did yard work. The
pledges also organized a bake sale at
the University of Houston’s UC
Satellite where they raised $600!

Our chapter had its first annual
Halloween pumpkin carving social
this year. Brothers gathered to show-
case their pumpkin carving skills and
have a potluck dinner. After the feast,
the brothers played several rounds of
bocce, ultimate frisbee, and touch
football to burn the calories. 

Delta Delta would not be the same
without its zeal for philanthropy. This
semester, actives and pledges teamed
up to combat childhood obesity by
taking part in the Baylor College of
Medicine Wellness 5K that benefits
BCM’s Wellness Education Fund and
Recipe for Success, an organization
that promotes hands-on nutrition edu-
cation. Our brothers also took part in
blood pressure screenings and edu-

cated participants about HIV/AIDS,
stroke, and mental health awareness
during the Step Out: Walk to Stop
Diabetes. Brothers participated in
other races such as the Firefly Run
and the Color Run where proceeds
went to the Houston Food Bank and
Expedition Balance, an organization
committed to helping veterans with
emotional trauma. Delta Delta also
participated in a campus-wide health
fair during Drug Take-Back Day
where they set up a game booth show-
casing games such as Liver Toss and
Pin the Organ. 

We would like to congratulate
Bobby Clay for his new position as
Southwest Province Vice Satrap and
Dr. Sue Ann Wang for her new posi-
tion as Southwest Province Satrap.
We are very proud of both brothers
and know that their passion will help
lead our Province to great heights.

—Victor Faniyi

�� Delta Zeta
University of Iowa
Founded 12/12/1968
deltazeta@kappapsi.org

Delta Zeta ended this semester on
an exciting note by initiating 27
pledges into our chapter! This semes-
ter, brothers hosted blood pressure
screenings and flu shot clinics in the
community, did a highway cleanup,
participated in a pre-pharmacy Q&A
panel, and caroled at Oaknoll
Retirement Center. Study flash cards
with drug information were sold as a
fundraiser in addition to a Hot Dog
Tour where students picked from a
variety of themed hot dog choices.
Brothers made time to hangout with
each other at our socials, including
apple picking at a local orchard, line
dancing at Wildwood Restaurant,
pumpkin carving, and tailgating. One
of our GCDs, Dr. Jeff Reist, held a

Gamma Eta brothers get nerdy for the chapter's “Trick or Eat” food drive for the
Poverello Center.

Gamma Rho brothers at a “Walk to Defeat ALS” in support of faculty member
Debra McKenzie.

Gamma Psi Brother Trey performing
a blood pressure screening at the Taste
of Tucker Health Fair.
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the clothes, shoes, and bags that our
chapter so graciously donated. After
exams, we hosted a bowling night
social for all College of Pharmacy and
Health Science students. We had a
great time socializing with our fellow
classmates. To help pre-pharmacy stu-
dents become better candidates for
pharmacy school, we started an “Ask
a pharmacy student” day. Many stu-
dents had questions. Our chapter,
along with American Society of Health
System Pharmacists, held a seminar
about residencies, the ASHP Midyear
Clinical Meeting, Residency Match
Program, and the benefits of obtain-
ing a residency. There was a panel
discussion after the presentation
which consisted of clinical pharma-
cists from different practices. Finally,
Delta Theta held a leadership work-
shop sponsored by Rite Aid. Our
keynote speaker was Brother Conrad
Bio, Rite Aid director of college rela-
tions and professional recruitment.
The students really enjoyed the pre-
sentation. It allowed them to learn
about great jobs outside of Texas. It
was such a privilege to have Brother
Bio inform us about the job opportuni-
ties Rite Aid had to offer. At the end of
the presentation, we presented
Brother Bio with a certificate of appre-
ciation and a Kappa Psi shirt. 

—Jasmine Bailey

�� Delta Iota
Florida A&M University
Founded 6/7/1975
deltaiota@kappapsi.org

The Delta Iota chapter was able to
conduct a College of Pharmacy Back
to School Drive, providing various
school supplies, ranging from note-
book paper to book bags, for at-risk
foster care children. The event was a
huge success as we were able to pro-
vide 20 children with school supplies. 

Another big event was our annual
College of Pharmacy Barbecue,
chaired by Brother Vaughn Benton
and spearheaded through a large
donation from Publix Pharmacy. The
event provided food, games, and fami-
ly fun to our collegiate family, and to
individuals in the community as well.
The chapter was also able to put on
our annual pageant show. 

Brother Rashad Hanna was elected
Treasurer of the new Southeast
Province. —Rashad Hanna 

�� Delta Kappa
Howard University
Founded 4/19/1986
deltakappa@kappapsi.org

Coming off of a very successful
“Kappa Psi Week,” there is no doubt
that the work of the Fraternity is

delicious Thanksgiving dinner at his
house for all Kappa Psi brothers. It
certainly was the highlight of the
semester! 14 brothers attended the
first Northern Plains Province
Conclave in November. All had a
great time. NPP is off to a great start! 

—-Rachel Dyke

�� Delta Epsilon
Duquesne University
Founded 2/24/1967
deltaepsilon@kappapsi.org

Delta Epsilon is continuing to grow!
After another successful Meet the
Greeks event, seven new brothers
have been inducted. We also held our
first fundraiser which involved selling
USBs shaped in the form of a capsule.
In October, the School of Pharmacy at
Duquesne partnered with Allegheny
County in Pittsburgh to host an out-
reach program in honor of American
Pharmacists Month. Delta Epsilon
was one of 11 professional pharmacy
student organizations that participated
in educating the public about pneumo-
nia. With our combined efforts, more
than 300 flu vaccinations were given!
It was a great opportunity to show the
ways in which pharmacists can
improve patient health care outcomes. 

A big THANK YOU goes to our
Beta Kappa brothers at Pitt for host-
ing Province and making it such a
success this year! 

—Marianne Vu

�� Delta Theta
Texas Southern University
Founded 3/27/1973
deltatheta@kappapsi.org

We decided to take a break from
studying to have bonding time. We
took a trip to one of our favorite tram-
poline parks, Skyzone. After jumping
and flipping, we finished our event
with a game of dodgeball. For home-
coming, we crowned our new Kappa
Psi Queen, Brother Jasmine Bailey.
As Miss Kappa Psi, she was able to
participate in the school’s annual
parade in downtown Houston.
Afterward, the brothers tailgated and
gathered with students, faculty and
alumni to celebrate the school’s 85th
anniversary. Twenty-four Delta Theta
brothers (70 percent of the chapter)
were present at the Southwest
Province inaugural assembly in
October. We were able to update local
ordinances and elect new Province
officers. We are excited to announce
that Delta Theta’s Kathy Simmons
was elected as the new Southwest
Province Chaplain. As part of our
community service, we donated cloth-
ing and shoes to the Bread of Life
Shelter. Many families benefited from

going strong. Fittingly themed “The
Scientific Method,” interested stu-
dents were able to collect data
through five days of events and ana-
lyze their take on our chapter.
Brother Lanszie Jean-Pierre did a
great job planning and supervising
every step of the way. 

At the end of October, 10 brothers
gassed up and headed north for a
weekend with the newly realigned
Mountain East Province chapters at
the University of Pittsburgh. The con-
ference served as a great opportunity
to create traditions, solidify leadership
and fellowship with our provincial
brothers. On Saturday night, our
chapter-wide outfits as the cast of The
Fresh Prince of Bel-Air were on dis-
play at the Halloween Party! Also, a
special kudos is due to Brother
Octavia Jordan who was elected
Province Chaplain! DK is so proud! 

Although a good number of broth-
ers are preparing for Midyear, they
still found time to prepare delicious
dishes for the Thanksgiving Potluck.
You can’t have Thanksgiving without
‘FAMILY’—right? —Niesha Etkins

�� Delta Lambda
Campbell University
Founded 4/23/1988
deltalambda@kappapsi.org

Delta Lambda service chair Julie
Dattero did a great job in organizing
several projects this semester. A num-
ber of brothers participated in the
American Red Cross Blood Drive;
Rushing Roadside where brothers
split into groups to clean both the
sides of Leslie Campbell Road up to
Highway 27; and the Clothes for Kids

Drive where all the donations went to
a local elementary school. Whitney
Weeks also organized a community
service event at the Carolina Tiger
Rescue in Pittsboro. Many brothers
attended this event and promoted the
idea of saving and nurturing this
endangered species of wild cats.
Moreover, Constantine Stefanadis did
a fantastic job in organizing our Big
Bats Tournament. This tournament
was created in honor of Sgt. Mickey
Hutchins, father of Brother Leah
Hutchins, a Winston-Salem police offi-
cer for 27 years who was shot and
killed in the line of duty almost three
years ago. All proceeds from Big Bats
go toward providing scholarships for
freshmen in college and who have
parents in law enforcement.

Gamma Omega brothers and potential pledges on top of Pinnacle Mountain in
Little Rock, Arkansas, during a recruiting outing.

Delta Delta Brother Quang Nguyen
showing off his Kappa Psi pumpkin at
the first annual Halloween Pumpkin
Carving Social.
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Delta Lambda is very delighted to
welcome 16 new brothers: Scott
Jarvis, Hannah Calfee, Chirag
Patel, Barry Stevenson, Brennan
Kroll, Rimma Zeygerman, Carl
Southerland, Jonathan Wall, Ryan
Wheeler, Taylor Wolfe, Kevin
Jarvis, Trusha Dhanani, John
Krell, Lara Rajic, Brock Dorsett
and Michelle Anderson.

—Madhav Bhatt 

�� Delta Mu
University of British Columbia
Founded 4/30/1988
deltamu@kappapsi.org

In the middle ages, it was common
practice to prepare for Lent by purg-
ing ones pantry and cellar of all its lux-
urious foods. Butter, eggs, and milk
were mixed together into big batches
of pancakes. Today, much of the
world feasts on pancakes all year
round. On a rainy Vancouver morning
the brothers of Delta Mu whipped out
their whisks, grabbed their griddles,
and hosted a holiday-themed pancake
breakfast. This breakfast was com-
plete with red tablecloths, hot coffee,
and a couple hundred sizzling hot
cakes, grilled by our very own chap-
lain. Delta Mu was proud to donate
the proceeds of this event to purchase
a full turkey dinner, clothes and toys
for a family with the Salvation Army’s
Adopt-A-Family for Christmas
Program.

—Erika Smith

�� Delta Nu
Midwestern University at Chicago
Founded 3/12/1994
deltanu@kappapsi.org

We are proud to say we have more
than 50 pledges who are expected to
be initiated. During the school’s
Halloweenfest, the pledges joined the
actives to help the kids in the neigh-
borhood play “Pass the Pumpkin.” 

Just before classes were dismissed
for Thanksgiving, our chapter was
happy to collaborate with the other
fraternal organizations on campus in a
canned food drive. Our chapter
brought in 321 food items to give to
needy families for the holidays. A very
special thank-you goes out to
Brothers Rachel Dobersztyn, Morgan
Joyce, and Sara Vander Ploeg for their
cooperation with the other fraterni-
ties. We continue to help around
Chicagoland. Whether it was helping
with “Feed My Starving Children”
charities, assisting the American
Kidney Fund at the Midwestern
University Health Fair, or volunteer-
ing at the Domestic Violence Shelter,
Delta Nu is doing what it can to give
back. Praise goes to our vice regent,
Kailey Murphy. Her industry has truly
been an inspiration to the chapter and
helps us all to strive for higher ideals.

On November 29, we were thrilled
to continue our annual Pledge-Active
Potluck dinner. Thanks go to
Josephine Aranda and her social com-
mittee for setting up a great event. 

—Steven Prochut

�� Delta Xi
Shenandoah University
Founded 9/13/1997
deltaxi@kappapsi.org

We united in October to carve
pumpkins for the residents at the
Envoy of Winchester Nursing Home
to enjoy. We ended the month raising
money and walking at the Step Out:
Walk to Stop Diabetes and were able
to donate almost $2,000 to the cause.  

We held our Annual Combest
Bonfire at Pembroke Springs on
November 3. In addition to the bon-
fire, we held our annual Chili Cook-
off. Everyone enjoyed tasting the dif-
ferent types of chili, and this year our
Brother Martin Dam won first place
with his unique Spicy Pineapple Pork
chili. Our host, Dr. Combest, placed
second with his special recipe.
Everyone enjoyed the rest of the night
while watching a scary movie by the
bonfire and drinking Combest’s
famous apple cider to keep warm.

On November 14, Delta Xi brothers
joined with our school’s APhA chapter
to offer the community help in signing
up for Medicare Part D. At this event,
we also informed the attendees about
Vial of Life. We were able to assist 66
local residents in finding the best
Medicare Part D plan for the upcom-
ing year. We also held our annual
Eugene V. White’s Distinguished
Lecture Series. This year, we had the
honor of listening to Ms. Amber Darr,
member of the speaker’s bureau at
Merck & Co. Inc., speak about her
experiences in pharmacy and with the
late Dr. White. Also in November,
brothers joined with Christian
Pharmacist’s Fellowship International
(CPFI) to help provide 54 Christmas
shoe boxes packed with goodies for
Operation Christmas Child.   

—Natasha Myers

�� Delta Omicron
Wilkes University
Founded 11/7/1997
deltaomicron@kappapsi.org

At the end of the seven-week
process, we initiated 12 new pledges
into our chapter, our largest pledge
class since 2008! We are all very excit-
ed to welcome our new brothers and
wish to congratulate them all! 

This year, we incorporated several
new pledging activities such as Bingo
and Tie-Dye Night. We also continued
several long-standing activities like
our annual spaghetti dinner, Big &
Little Olympics, and toga party. After
seven weeks, initiation of new broth-
ers took place on November 16,
immediately followed by our annual
Founders Day celebration at a local
restaurant and bar. This year’s
Founders Day was extra special
because we celebrated the 15th
anniversary of the Delta Omicron
chapter! The event was well attended
by current brothers and graduates.

Although pledging was our major
focus this semester, brothers partici-
pated in several other activities such
as a walk during Alcohol Awareness
Week in October. Additionally, sever-
al brothers have also been actively
participating in the local YMCA’s after
school tutoring program. We have
continued to promote smoking cessa-
tion on campus by presenting infor-
mation at our Student Union Building
several times this semester. .

Delta Omicron is looking forward
to a new project that is called “Kappa
Psi Helping Hands.” The goal is to
reach out to graduate brothers and
business owners to give them a
“hand” with any tasks they need to
have done in their pharmacies (such
as painting, cleaning, etc). We all feel
this will be a great way to connect
with brothers and strengthen our

Gamma Rho at the University of New Mexico Community Outreach Day. 

Delta Lambda brothers at the Golf Tournament.
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in as pledgemasters. The following
night the chapter held its second
annual Kappa Psi Masquerade Ball.
During this time, fellow brothers
introduced their nicknames to their
Little Sibs and then played a video dis-
playing all past events from the
semester during the pledging time.
We also had a dance competition with
a DJ playing music throughout the
night. Special thanks to regent
Kathleen Ubina for all her dedication
toward making the Delta Pi a success. 

—Birna Yusuf 

�� Delta Rho
Nova Southeastern University
Founded 11/14/1998
deltarho@kappapsi.org

Thanks to pledgemaster Ravdeep
Ghataorhe and assistant pledgemaster
Kerry-Anne Rambaran (the first inter-
national student brother of Delta
Rho).For fundraisers, our chapter’s
treasurer, Matt Brooks, designed and
sold class T-shirts, and our corre-

bonds. Furthermore, when the weath-
er breaks, we are looking forward to
attending our first Scranton/Wilkes-
Barre RailRiders game at the new
PNC stadium. This will also be an
excellent opportunity to reach out to
graduates. .

—Theresa Scaramastro

�� Delta Pi 
Texas Tech University
Founded 11/14/1997
deltapi@kappapsi.org

The chapter wishes to congratulate
Brother Heidi Michaels on her new
position as the Southwest Province
Treasurer.

This semester, the Delta Pi chapter
held a back-to-school picnic, welcom-
ing the incoming P1s. With ongoing
volleyball competitions and water bal-
loon games, this picnic brought a
great turnout. Later in the semester,
the chapter participated in the annual
Texas Tech School of Pharmacy pic-
nic, where organizations from the
campus introduced themselves to stu-
dent. The chapter held a jalapeno eat-
ing competition and a one-legged
race. Delta Pi also introduced a new
fundraising event this year where pro-
fessional photos were taken of the
new incoming P1s following their
White Coat Ceremony and sold later
in the semester. Special thanks to
Brother Steven Tran for incorporating
his talent in professional photography. 

The chapter held many social
events to bond with the incoming stu-
dents, including a Labor Day cookout.
Special thanks to Brother Paul Le and
Ricardo Avina for organizing the event.
In addition to the Labor Day cookout,
Brother Paul organized “Nerd Night,”
which was a great success. It included
dance competitions and awards for
the best dressed “nerd.” Kappa Psi
also held their annual Halloween
party, a joint event with the Texas
Tech School of Pharmacy student
government. Brother Jae Lee, the ath-
letic chair, also set up a volleyball
tournament and a bowling night.

Brother Jerry Okafor did a tremen-
dous job setting up several patient
care activities and volunteer events.
Pledges had the opportunity of triag-
ing for smoking awareness at the
Maverick Boys and Girls Club where
they informed second- to seventh-
graders on the effects of smoking and
provided health education for migrant
parents. There was also a weekly
immunization event where Delta Pi
brothers did triage and administered
immunizations at a local Walgreens. 

On November 30, the pledges of
Delta Pi officially became brothers.
Thanks to Brothers Andrew Young
and Alice Lee for all the work they put

sponding secretary, Raxana Putulyan,
sold scrubs for students to wear.

New GCD Dr. Rey has been active-
ly meeting with the chapter’s execu-
tive committee every other week as
well as attending all brother meetings.
At the inaugural Southeast Province
conclave, Dr. Rey was named Co-
Chair of the GCD Development
Committee as well as a member of the
Education Committee. The Southeast
Province saw nine Delta Rho brothers
being appointed as officers and com-
mittee members during the inaugural
conclave.

Southeast Florida and Bahamas
Grad brothers co-hosted a leadership

development seminar for collegiate
and graduate brothers in our area dur-
ing this past semester in which our
Co-GCD, Daniel Welch, tied into our
annual chapter risk management
training. Brother Dr. Marvin Smith
was the guest speaker for the seminar
that set the bar for future leadership
seminars. 

New brother initiation is planned to
take place in January. Our Big/Little
Night was a huge success and so was
the annual themed costume party.
This year the selected theme was
“American Back Yard” and being a 10-
year military veteran, historian
Brother Matt Bauman was happy to

Delta Delta Brothers (L–R) Caitlin Sayles and Jessica Messa manning the Liver
Toss game booth during Drug Take-Back Day.

Delta Epsilon’s Big/Little Dinner at Joe’s Crab Shack in Station Square in Pittsburgh.

Delta Kappa Brother Kenneth Wiley
shows everyone how “super” Kappa Psi
can make you.
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don his old uniform. 
The fifth annual Dance Marathon

benefit is being planned. Previously,
we have raised funds in excess of
$20,000 for charity and this year plan
to benefit the Joe DiMaggio
Children’s Hospital Foundation. Any
interested chapters or brothers may
visit http://jdchfoundation.org for
more information. Numerous other
fundraisers are held throughout the
year to benefit smaller philanthropic
causes including, asthma and diabetes
walks, annual pink scrub breast can-
cer awareness fundraiser, Hope
Phones for Doctors in Africa, and dia-
betes screenings.

—Matthew Bauman

�� Delta Sigma
Midwestern University-Glendale
Founded 9/9/2000
deltasigma@kappapsi.org

In early October, Delta Sigma par-
ticipated in the first Pacific West
Province meeting in Las Vegas hosted
by the brothers of Delta Tau. Despite
the loss of the Province IX name, the

Brotherhood remained the same.
Having the opportunity to expand
your professional network beyond the
confines of school was quite a reward-
ing experience. 

Delta Sigma has a wide array of
events on the horizon! Some social
events include the annual Ugly
Christmas Sweater party, Color Run,
and the Jingle Bell Run. Our current
and future community service projects
include a Toys 4 Tots holiday drive,
Neighborhood Pride cleanup, Be The
Match bone marrow drive, Ronald
McDonald House charity for meals,
Pharmacy Day at the Capitol, and the
P.F. Chang’s Rock ’n’ Roll Marathon
medical tent. 

—Paul Nguyen

�� Delta Tau
Roseman Univ. of Health Sciences
Founded 1/10/2003
deltatau@kappapsi.org

October and November have been
busy months for the brothers and
“Nu” pledges of the Delta Tau chap-
ter. On October 12–14, we hosted the

first Pacific West Province meeting,
held at the Tropicana Hotel on the
world famous Las Vegas Strip.
Brothers from chapters throughout
California and Arizona attended and
enjoyed some Las Vegas hospitality.
The Province was not all fun and
games, of course, although we did
find time to squeeze in a dodgeball
competition! 

We participated in the Breast
Cancer Walk on October 6, the MS
Bike Challenge on November 11, and
are preparing to participate in the
Great Santa Run on December 1. Due
to Hurricane Sandy, we have sched-
uled an additional blood drive for to
assist the American Red Cross.

Social activities were not left
behind. November saw the return of
the annual Faculty Potluck and a pos-
sible new tradition, the first Pajama
Social. Brothers and pledges hung out
in flannels, sweats, or the ever popular
Onesies, and enjoyed snacks.

Initiation is planned for January 12,
2013. We will be celebrating our 10th
anniversary as a chapter on that date
as well. 

—Michael Bourdaa

�� Delta Upsilon
Palm Beach Atlantic University
Founded 5/3/2003
deltaupsilong@kappapsi.org

Recently, as a chapter, we began
ongoing service projects at Lourdes-
Noreen McKeen Assisted Living
Residence and held a Brown Bag
event at Villa Regina, and we are
eager to continue these services in the
future. Delta Upsilon enjoys support-
ing our community, families and
brothers by volunteering for our annu-
al events which include, but are not
limited to, the Buddy Walk and the
Crohn’s & Colitis Walk. We have col-
lectively fundraised more than $3,600!

—Nikki Chilson

�� Delta Phi
University of California-San Diego
Founded 8/8/2003
deltaphi@kappapsi.org

Rush chair Susan Bui organized
four rush events starting with a beach
bonfire. Brothers and rushees
enjoyed barbecued hamburgers and
hot dogs and games designed to intro-
duce the rushees to the Fraternity.
Speed rushing was a new event this
year. It was an interesting mixture of
speed dating and musical chairs and
allowed one-on-one time between the
brothers and rushees. The third rush
event has always been a favorite of the
brothers: the quiz bowl where teams
competed for glory in a game of
Jeopardy. The rush period ended with
a friendly game of touch football that
also allowed for teamwork between
brothers and rushees. At the end of
the successful rush period, there was
a total of 43 potential pledges.

Our social chair, Tiffany Meng,
planned a social/fundraiser at
Souplantation that allowed brothers to
have a much needed break from
school while enjoying good company
and healthy food. Philanthropist
Albert Wang worked with the
American Red Cross to organize a
blood drive on campus. Many broth-
ers, as well as non-brothers, came out
to support the Red Cross and helped
donate blood. Delta Phi treasurer
Naina Makker has also designed com-
fortable Kappa Psi sweatpants, so look
out for that at Province and GCC!

Delta Phi would like to recognize
Jennifer Tseng. Her willingness to
help out brothers in need and her
enthusiasm for Kappa Psi earned her
a certificate as well as the title of
Stand Out Brother! Please go to
http://ky-dp.sdsc.edu/ to find out what
we’re up to at UCSD!

—Christina Yang 

Delta Lambda Brothers Whitney
Weeks and Eliana Kurzum at the
Carolina Tiger Rescue. 

Delta Phi philanthropy chair Albert Wang and Brother Tiffany Lee proudly show
their contribution to save a life by donating blood.

Delta Omicron brothers support alcohol awareness during Alcohol Awareness Week in October.
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�� Delta Chi
University of New England
Founded 11/19/20011
deltachi@kappapsi.org

October was American Pharmacists
Month, and the brothers celebrated
with the entire college by handing out
handmade “mortar and pestle” style
pharmacy facts and lollipops. Those
receiving their complimentary fact
agreed that it was a “sweet” way to
promote awareness of the profession!

Inspired by our fellow chapters,
Delta Chi hosted the first ever UNE
College of Pharmacy Spelling Bee. In
this battle, each organization on cam-
pus was able to send one representa-
tive to brave the spotlight and try their
hand at spelling both brand and
generic drug names. As the rounds
went on, the words became seemingly
impossible.

The brothers were ecstatic to be
able to help run the first ever UNE
College of Pharmacy career fair. This
event brought in employers from a
variety of hospitals and retail pharma-
cies. The fair was steadily packed with
students eager to speak with the visit-
ing employers, and some even
received interviews on the spot! We
can’t wait to make the career fair our
major fall event next year. 

In the spirit of giving, we “adopted”
several children to provide gifts for
this holiday.  

The Delta Chi brothers closed out
the semester with a bowling social.
Our cold Maine winter is leaving us
with plenty of inspiration to plan for a
nice trip to Florida for the Grand
Council Convention this summer. 

—Kirsten Bruell

�� Delta Psi
University of Minnesota-Duluth
Founded 7/10/2005
deltapsi@kappapsi.org

Delta Psi brothers are proud to
announce that we carried out a suc-
cessful health fair this semester in
Cloquet, Minnesota. Blood pressure,
cholesterol, A1C, and medication list
reviews were performed. It was a
great turnout and we hope to make it
an annual event. We continue to vol-
unteer as bell ringers for the Salvation
Army at different locations through-
out Duluth. Again this year, we adopt-
ed a family for Christmas and we are
delighted to be able to support them.

Our social events included the tra-
ditional dinner at Old Chicago after
formal, Minnesota–Duluth Bulldogs
hockey game, bowling night, board
game/Wii night, Bentleyville (holiday
light show), and monthly movie night.
Brothers welcomed our first snowfall

in the middle of November! Many of
us look forward to tubing at Spirit
Mountain as well as the planned
Lutsen Mountains ski trip this coming
winter break. Since the College of
Pharmacy formal ball night was a hit
last year, we will be planning another
dance for February, this year a mas-
querade. Brothers are already excited
for this event!

—Taylor Johnson

�� Delta Omega
South University
Founded 12/10/2005
deltaomega@kappapsi.org

From Habitat for Humanity to the
Alzheimer’s Association, Delta Omega
makes helping others a priority.
Recently, the Leukemia & Lymphoma
Society held Light the Night on
October 12 in Savannah, Georgia.
Brothers and pledges joined the walk
around the beautiful downtown
Savannah area. With red and white
lighted balloons, we paraded through
the many squares of Savannah to raise
awareness for this cause. All in all, our
team raised more than $1,000! The
very next week, Delta Omega broth-
ers held a chili cook-off to support
Alzheimer’s research. Students
throughout the pharmacy program
prepared their finest chili to enter into
the contest, and student judges, as
well as faculty, sampled each. The fac-
ulty and other students enjoyed tast-
ing a wide range of chili recipes and
helping to decide the best overall
chili. This year we raised $380 for the
Alzheimer’s Association.

�	 Epsilon Beta
University of the Incarnate Word
Founded 4/12/2008
epsilonbeta@kappapsi.org

To start off the semester, Epsilon
Beta’s rush committee did an out-
standing job at organizing a multitude
of fun, memorable events. On
Tuesday, October 2, our chapter co-
hosted a “Meet the Greeks” event at
the University of the Incarnate Word,
along with Phi Delta Chi and Kappa
Epsilon, where brothers rocked their
new rush shirts as they mingled with
rushees over hamburgers, hot dogs,
and a game of sand volleyball. On
October 10, after a satisfying lunch
with pizza and refreshments, brothers
chatted with rushees, getting to know
them better through a mystery-type
game of fun facts. Our fourth rush
event of the year, however, really
packed it to the punch as rushees
joined brothers outside of the pharma-
cy school’s garage after class in a face-
to-face Sumo Smackdown and barbe-
cue. We finished up the semester with
our last two rush events—ice skating
and a casino night.

We have achieved incredible suc-
cess, thanks to the diligent members
of the finance committee. From
October 15–30, Epsilon Beta worked
hard at their annual Boo Grams
Fundraiser, taking orders from stu-
dents and faculty to raise money for
the chapter. The sales for this
fundraiser well exceeded last year’s,
only to set the bar high for the coming
year. During October, it was game
day at UIW’s Benson Stadium, and
brothers stepped out to help usher in

an effort to raise funds for the chapter.
All donations toward our last fundrais-
ing event, the “Tacky Sweater Party,”
are going to help the Elf Louise
Charity on November 30 at Howl at
the Moon.

The brothers of Epsilon Beta con-
tinued their community service
streak, volunteering their time to
Habitat for Humanity. More than 10
brothers came out on October 13 and
dedicated four hours of their morning
to help build a home for the needy.
Brothers then spent an evening at the
UIW Retirement Community in a
birthday celebration for the elderly.
Furthermore, Epsilon Beta partnered
up with APhA’s Operation Heart
Committee to volunteer at the San
Antonio Heart Walk where more than
10 brothers cheered on the runners.
November 6 and 15 marked our last
two community service events of the
semester. Brothers helped assemble
canine and feline cone collars as well
as bathe the animals at San Antonio’s
Animal Care Services, and helped
with Christmas candy wrapping for
the less fortunate children in Mexico.

Social committee chair Ray Ali and
his committee made sure we had a
fun diversion from studying so hard.
Twenty-four brothers came out to Big
Lou’s for a social get-together and, as
featured on the Travel Channel’s Man
vs. Food, they ordered a five-foot
pizza, half cheese and half pepperoni.
Pictures of that memorable day can’t
do it justice; that pizza was GINOR-
MOUS! To top it all off, we then cele-
brated the end of October with a
Halloween party at Coco Lounge. 

—Kelly Chen
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Interfraternity Food Drive with Delta Nu Brothers Morgan Joyce on the far left, Sara Vander Ploeg just below her, and
Rachel Dobersztyn on the right in her letters.
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ABOVE: Gamma Psi brothers with some packed presents at
Operation Christmas Child. LEFT: Kansas City Grad Brothers
Kimberly Guess, Andrew Bzowyckyj, and Zach Russell
dropped off presents to be donated to local children at the
tacky sweater holiday party hosted by Gamma Theta.
BELOW: Gamma Theta brothers join with alumni to celebrate
the holidays and collect donations for Toys for Tots.

�
 Epsilon Gamma
Western University of Health Sciences
Founded 7/28/2007
epsilongamma@kappapsi.org

Epsilon Gamma decided to under-
take First Lady Michelle Obama’s
“Let’s Move!” initiative to raise a
healthier generation of kids. Working
in conjunction with Darlene Mosher,
the director of the ASES (After School
Education & Safety) Program at 27 dif-
ferent elementary schools in the
Pomona District, several EG brothers
were able to successfully hold our first
outreach to fourth- and fifth-grade stu-
dents at Lincoln Elementary School. In
line with the “Let’s Move!” initiative,
we held an informational yet engaging
presentation on immunizations, eating
healthy, and exercising. Due to much
of its positive feedback, we were able
to work out a second outreach in
November at Lopez Elementary
School, and we continue to reach out
to other schools.

Epsilon Gamma has also formed an
agreement with the American Red
Cross to fundraise for hurricane relief
in the wake of Hurricane Sandy. We
held a campus-wide fundraiser on
November 19, selling candy apples
with the slogan “Caring to the Core.”
We sold around 90 apples and donated
100 percent of the profits to the
American Red Cross. In addition, we
have started a fundraising page with
the American Red Cross. 

—Jeffrey Fajardo

�� Epsilon Epsilon
Texas A&M University
Founded 8/23/2008
epsilonepsilon@kappapsi.org

Epsilon Epsilon chapter sold cook-
ies to raise money for Cookies for
Cancer to benefit research for child-
hood cancer. Actives signed up the
week before the sale to bake cookies
and/or man the tables. The event
raised $408, and that is more money
than the chapter has made on this
event before. This was only the begin-
ning of our philanthropic efforts. In
partnership with the Coastal Bend
Blood Center, Epsilon Epsilon hosted
a blood drive on the Texas A&M
University–Kingsville campus. Kappa
Psi was able to get into contact with
the campus radio station, the local
apartment complex (Javelina Station),
and various other locations on campus
to advertise the event. More than 68
donors turned out, far exceeding the
goal of 40 donors. Each blood donation
has the potential to save up to three
lives. Thus, 204 lives were potentially
saved in a matter of two days! Each
donor also received a T-shirt and Sonic
coupon for their generous donations.

brothers show love for others during the holidays
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actives vs. pledges tug-of-war and foot-
ball. Good times were had by all.

The brothers got the opportunity to
run the concessions for Texas
A&M–Kingsville’s football games.
This was a new experience for many
of the brothers, but it only took an
hour for everyone to get in the groove
of things and make the concession a
smooth running machine. In the end,
it was a great experience where broth-
ers were able to work with each other
and develop a closer bond.

In October, the Texas A&M
University–Kingsville (TAMUK) cam-
pus launched its weeklong homecom-
ing celebration. Epsilon Epsilon was
proud to take part in one the events—
theFall Carnival—held at University
Boulevard, which was filled with food
and game booths sponsored by a
diverse university student body. Our
brothers served traditional hot dogs,

This year’s Kappa Psi Project Lifeline
was truly a feat to remember!

The brothers of the Epsilon Epsilon
chapter set out on a mission to make
their community a more beautiful
place. Ten brothers teamed up with
the Texas Adopt-a-Highway program
to clean the Kappa Psi section of
Highway 77 in Kingsville. It was a typ-
ical hot day in South Texas, but the
brothers did not mind because
Kingsville is their college home. The
trash collected filled six large trash
bags from the first mile! The Zeta
Pledge Class cleaned the second-mile
stretch as their philanthropy project.
It was a great joint effort, and
Kingsville is all the cleaner for it. 

In early October, we held the annu-
al Active/Pledge Beach Picnic at
Mustang Island State Park. Actives,
pledges, graduates, close friends and
family were present as well as sur-
prise guests including the past two
pledgemasters, Kevin Vu and Justin
Redding. The day began with the
cooking crew preparing a feast. Both
past and present pledgemasters evalu-
ated the progression of the pledges
since their start at the beginning of
September. Justin Redding gave a
motivational speech and encouraging
words about what Kappa Psi and
brotherhood means. Before digging
into lunch, Big and Little matches
were revealed. Gifts and hugs were
happily exchanged and pictures were
taken until lunch was ready. As tradi-
tion, we had the “big race” to the
waters and back before digging into
the mouth-watering barbecue. The
�� cooking crew grilled burgers, hot
dogs, pork ribs, and smoked sausage.
The bonding continued with pledge
interviews, playing in the sand, kite
flying, and swimming. We also played

but if anyone desired something a bit
out of the ordinary, we had grilled
franks wrapped in bacon and smoth-
ered with chili and cheese. As the
night came to a wrap, we were able to
fundraise about $225.

We are proud to welcome 30 new
brothers at initiation!

—Alireza FakhriRavari

�� Epsilon Zeta
East Tennessee State University
Founded 3/21/2009
epsilonzeta@kappapsi.org

After a nautical themed rush week,
we were grateful to welcome 38 new
brothers!

Though we have all had a tough
semester with loads of class work, we
still managed to assist with our
favorite holiday philanthropy, the
Angel Tree® Christmas outreach.
The chapter selected two boys and

two girls from the tree this year.
We also held a special fundraiser

for a five-year-old boy in Jenkins, KY.
He was diagnosed with Down syn-
drome, then four years later with
Fragile X syndrome, the most com-
mon known cause of autism at this
time. His family was hoping to save
enough money to buy him a service
dog for Christmas.  The brothers
jumped on the opportunity to help.
Thanks to the new Buffalo Wild
Wings in Johnson City, TN, for donat-
ing 15% of their night’s earnings on
September 29th to the cause.

The spring semester is going to be
exciting with our two major events of
the year: the 2nd Annual Apothecary
5K in support of the Relay For Life
and our favorite social, the
Apothecary Ball. 

—Ashley Ulsenheimer

Delta Xi brothers posing for a picture with Mrs. White and speaker Dr. Amber Darr during the Eugene V. White’s Distinguished Lecture Series.

The Delta Omega chapter hosting their annual Low Country Boil at GCD Dr. S.C. Dyar’s house.
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� Epsilon Eta
LECOM-Bradenton
Founded 3/28/2009
epsiloneta@kappapsi.org

The brothers of Epsilon Eta have
had quite a busy fall! Our very own
professional BMX racer, Harrison
Britt, was recognized by the local SRQ
magazine in its October 2012 edition.
We are so proud to call him our broth-
er. We would like to congratulate
Brothers Jeremiah Smith and Jason
Ngo for being elected as the Rho Chi
president and vice president, respec-
tively. Congratulations to Brothers
Ezinne Anumudu, Robert Schmidt,
and Jessica Baldwin for being induct-
ed and joining Prem Cox, former pres-
ident of the Academic Honor Society.

We participated in lots of activities
to support Pharmacists Month, includ-
ing the Stand Down health fair for the
homeless in Palmetto, Red Barn
health fair, Step Out Diabetes Walk,
Pharmacy Advocacy event at the local
YMCA, several Brown Bag events,
and a breast cancer walk. Our rush
events this year were strategically
coupled with philanthropic events. We
had a meet and greet informational
session which also entailed a canned
food drive. We were able to donate
110 pounds of canned items to a local
homeless shelter. Our second rush
event, Bowl for a Cure, is an all-time
favorite for a lot of the brothers. A per-
centage of the proceeds collected
from the bowling fee was donated to
the Light the Night campaign. We

also cleaned our adopted beach as
part of the Keep Manatee Beautiful
campaign and lastly, we collected
shoes and various clothing items to be
donated to the Greenpeace Project.
Thirteen students accepted bids and
will start their pledging process.

In November, we had a lot of fun as
we fundraised at the Raymond James
Stadium concession stands. We raised
$1575.79 for the Light the Night Walk
benefiting the Leukemia Society. We
also fundraised close to $500 in sup-
port of the Movember campaign, col-
lected boxes of hope and bags of joy
(donated food and gifts) for the less
fortunate, held a winter/professional
clothing drive, and also participated in
our annual Salvation Army Christmas
Angels’ adoption. Epsilon Eta broth-
ers recently spent time together at our
Thanksgiving potluck dinner as well.

We would like to extend our sin-
cere gratitude to Epsilon Mu for host-
ing an epic inaugural Southeast
Conclave and Masquerade Ball. We
truly had a great time!

—Bella Mogaka

�� Epsilon Kappa
Belmont University
Founded 2/21/2010
epsilonkappa@kappapsi.org

To strengthen our brotherly bonds,
we held at least two events per month.
These included laser tag, Dave and
Buster’s game nights, Buffalo Wild
Wings trivia nights, and a Tennessee
Titans football game. 

Our main fundraising event for the
semester was our annual chili cook-
off. We saw our best turnout yet as
many people outside the pharmacy
school at Belmont University attend-
ed. APhA even had a heartburn aware-
ness booth set up at the event. In light
of this great turnout, we expect our
chili fundraiser to continue to grow. 

Our main community service event
was at the Dispensary of Hope where
brothers sorted medications that had
been donated. The Dispensary of
Hope works with healthcare providers
and pharmaceutical companies
throughout the nation to provide med-
ications for patients without prescrip-
tion insurance coverage. The medica-
tions that are provided are usually
unused samples that would otherwise
go to waste. We plan to make this a
regular service event for our chapter. 

In the upcoming semester, we are
looking to rush and our annual cabin
retreat in Gatlinburg, TN.. 

—Branden Kennedy

�� Epsilon Iota
California Northstate College 
of Pharmacy
Founded 6/27/2009
epsiloniota@kappapsi.org

The brothers of Epsilon Iota kicked
second half of fall with the Pacific
West Province fall meeting in Las
Vegas! It was a memorable time con-
necting with old friends, checking out
all the chapter reports, and having a

Delta Tau pledges at the annual Faculty Potluck.

Epsilon Epsilon proudly welcomes 30 new brothers.

Brothers Brett Pack and Robbie Poulos
at the Epsilon Phi Cookout in October.
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marrow registry, in which over 50
people registered to be bone marrow
donors. Coupling this with several
trips to our local Ronald McDonald
House, spending Halloween at the
Nashville Zoo’s Ghouls at Grassmere
project, a building day with Habitat for
Humanity, and our annual Christmas
Angel Tree project, we have not had
many dull moments.

At the beginning of November, we
proudly initiated 12 new brothers who
have been eagerly involved in several
aspects of chapter. 

—Justin Kirby

�� Epsilon Mu
University of Florida-Orlando
Founded 11/12/2010
epsilonmu@kappapsi.org

Epsilon Mu has been extremely
productive these past few months.
Our social chair planned a successful
driving range event where colle-
giate/graduate brothers and pledges
were able to show off their golf skills
or lack thereof. The pledges also orga-
nized a family picnic that was open to
everyone, and the event offered a
chance to meet and bond with imme-
diate families. Our pledges also coor-
dinated health screenings where they
tested patients’ blood pressure and
educated them about heartburn and
osteoarthritis. 

November was a very exciting
month for us because we had the
honor to host the inaugural Southeast
Province conclave; it was also our first
time hosting a meeting. There were
more than 230 attendees, so it was
definitely a huge success! We want to
thank all the brothers, pledges, and
individuals who made it memorable.
We thank the brothers who flew in
from different regions to support us. 

Realignment was the start of a new
beginning and those are never easy.
Regardless of what Province or chap-
ter you are from, we should never for-
get our four pillars or lose sight of
what �� ultimately stands for. Keep
Calm and �� On.

—Timmy Do 

�� Epsilon Nu
Univ. of Maryland Eastern Shore
Founded 1/27/2011
epsilonnu@kappapsi.org

Our pledge process started earlier
than usual, but allowed much more
room for activities. The brothers and
pledges of Epsilon Nu joined to volun-
teer for the University of Maryland
Eastern Shore Clean Sweep. This
event consisted of removing litter and
debris from local Princess Anne parks
and streets. The efforts were greatly
appreciated by the university, the city,
and all of its citizens. In September,

great time together on the Vegas
Strip! (Thank you Delta Tau broth-
ers!) Before pledging began, brothers
joined together for a little “pre-pledg-
ing/bonding” potluck. We stuffed our-
selves and played some fun games.

During pledging, we teamed up
with CSHP at the local Home Depot
Health Fair, manning booths for blood
pressure screenings, diabetes educa-
tion, toxicology, and the “Script Your
Future” campaign. Our chapter also
participated in California Northstate
University’s first annual health fair!
We worked with the American Lung
Association, educating the community
on tobacco cessation, asthma, and
COPD. We incorporated some fun
activities, such as the “asthma straw,”
where others can feel how it is to
breathe with asthma, and a balloon
activity that measures how much air
you can blow with one breath. 

The brothers worked to build
Brotherhood by connecting with
pledges through basketball games,
marathons, lunches, and a “Pajama
Jam” party! We also put on some suc-
cessful fundraising events, with a
schoolwide bowling tournament, a
homemade boba tea sale, a “pharma-
cist for hire” T-shirt sale, and a “happy
holidays/good luck on your finals”
gram!

We welcomed the new brothers
with initiation, a chapter initiation ban-
quet, and a chapter football game/
game night! It was a great chance to
reflect upon all the memorable
moments during pledging for both the
new and previous classes. Finally,
before preparing for finals, the broth-
ers got together for a Secret Santa
Holiday Potluck! 

—Davin Ly

�� Epsilon Lambda
Lambda University
Founded 8/13/2010
epsilonlambda@kappapsi.org

As part of our social events calen-
dar, a cookout was held by the broth-
ers for the new pledges to meet the
chapter. In October, our chapter host-
ed the 3rd annual LUCOP Hygeia
Bowl, which is a college-wide flag foot-
ball tournament. The Class of 2014
repeated as champions in both the
men’s and women’s games and will
retain bragging rights until next fall.
Our pledges planned an extremely fun
night of Mexican food and haunted
housing that brothers enjoyed.

We had our busiest fall in terms of
service as a chapter. Each year,
LUCOP hosts Pharmfest, in which all
organizations set up a booth to pro-
mote pharmacy services on campus.
This year, Epsilon Lambda teamed up
with Be The Match to set up a bone

we hosted our semiannual fundraiser
at the local Five Guys restaurant. 

During Breast Cancer Awareness
Month, Epsilon Nu participated in the
Race for the Cure for the third time.
Brothers raised $805 toward the
cause! October was awesome for
another reason as well. Epsilon Nu
welcomed 16 new brothers to our
clan, our largest pledge class yet! 

The first Mountain East Province
was quite a success. One of our broth-
ers, Ryan Fillis, was elected Mountain
East Province Historian! Needless to
say, Epsilon Nu is extremely proud to
call him our brother! Hoping to make
a difference, we are currently collect-
ing canned and sanitary items for
donation to a local shelter.  

—Belynda Sanders

�� Epsilon Xi
Pacific University-Oregon
Founded 2/5/2011
epsilonxi@kappapsi.org

The past few months have been
very busy. We are happy to announce
the initiation of 29 new brothers into
our chapter. These brothers quickly
learned how to balance their time
between school work and the
Fraternity, exceeding all of the active
brothers’ expectations. The pledge
class was able to organize three
fundraisers which netted more than
$700, volunteered their services at the
Oregon Food Bank, planned their
Initiation Banquet, and are currently
in the process of holding a Holiday
Teddy Bear Drive with a local chil-
dren’s hospital.

Our chapter as a whole kicked off
November with a fundraiser selling
Portland Trail Blazers basketball tick-

ets. The fundraiser was a success and
the brothers who attended the game
had a great time too. Epsilon Xi also
held their first Speaker Series of the
year which featured three managed
care pharmacists. Finally, we ended
the month by participating in
Antibiotic Awareness Week where
brothers went out to local community
pharmacies to spread awareness
about antibiotic use.

Although there has been a lot of
growth in our chapter over the past
few months, we are sad to see one of
our Kappa Psi faculty members relo-
cate to a new university. Dr. Joseph
Lassiter has contributed a tremen-
dous amount of his time to our chap-
ter and played a big role in bringing
Kappa Psi to Pacific University. Our
chapter would like to wish him the
best of luck in his future endeavors at
University of Michigan.

—Gianna Firpo

Delta Pi brothers at the welcome back to school picnic.

Epsilon Beta Brothers (L–R) Ankita
Patel, Trushar Patel, and Jennifer Ma
enjoy hamburgers and hot dogs at the
“Meet the Greeks” event at the
University of the Incarnate Word on
Tuesday, October 2, 2012. 
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�� Epsilon Omicron
D’Youville College 
Founded 5/7/2011
epsilonomicron@kappapsi.org

The second half of this semester
turned out to be a great one for
Epsilon Omicron. Per school policy,
pledging takes place in the spring, so
brothers have the whole fall semester
to rush. We threw some great events:
a beach barbecue party, karaoke
night, trip to the local corn maze and
Buffalo Wild Wings, and a bowling
event. We continue to have great
interest from the P1 Class and used
the semester to solidify bonds with
the rushees, averaging a total of 40
attendees at each event. 

This semester was also a great time
for the brothers to begin expanding
their philanthropic activities. Early in
the semester, some went to help on a
demolition project with Habitat for
Humanity in a neighborhood near the
school. Ally King, helped organize

donations for relief efforts for the peo-
ple of New York City whose homes
were destroyed by Hurricane Sandy.
The brothers from EO donated many
items that were sent by the boxful to
NYC. They also supported the pre-
pharmacy club in their Thanksgiving
Basket drive by donating non-perish-
able food items that went to families in
need in their local community.
Brothers are also looking forward to
beginning a project with the Buffalo
Hope Center where they will volun-
teer every month to  pass out food and
clothing items to the area homeless. 

Next semester brothers wish to
complete continued work with Habitat
for Humanity, the Buffalo Hope
Center, and Relay For Life (last year
the chapter was able to raise almost
$4,000). The brothers are also hoping
to set up an event with the American
Red Cross to support the Fraternity’s
national philanthropy organization.

—Laura Pochylski

�� Epsilon Pi
Idaho State University-Meridian
Founded 11/12/2011
epsilonpi@kappapsi.org

Eleven pharmacy students are
pledging EPi with a wide variety of
backgrounds and great potential. The
pledge process began with ��
Jeopardy with questions about Kappa
Psi’s history, brothers, grad brothers,
and pledge brothers. It was extremely
competitive and fun. This month
ended with a great Halloween party
organized by our Social Committee.
There was a large turnout with plenty
of food, great costumes, and great
music. Other activities included volun-
teering at the Idaho Food Bank.

November flew by but not without
having the first degree ceremony and
a great social put on by the pledge
brothers at Wahooz where video
games, go-kart racing, and laser tag
were all enjoyed. Brothers and
pledges also enjoyed volunteering at
the Boise Rescue Mission during the
Thanksgiving break and after to help
sort out food for those less fortunate.
As December comes, our sights are to
continue helping at the Boise Rescue
Mission while the pledges begin a toy
drive to help young kids have a very
happy holiday season. 

—Jared Muai

�� Epsilon Rho
University of Illinois at Rockford
Founded 1/28/2012
epsilonrho@kappapsi.org

The pledging process ended and
Epsilon Rho is thrilled to announce
that we tripled our number of broth-
ers! Our new brothers were extraordi-
nary pledges and have demonstrated
they are dedicated to furthering the
profession of pharmacy and the
Brotherhood of Kappa Psi. Epsilon
Rho is striving to make an impact in
the Rockford community, and as our
numbers increase, the more impact

we will have. We cannot be happier
about our new growth!

In addition, we promoted the pro-
fession of pharmacy at a local two-year
community college, Rock Valley
College. We were able to talk to sever-
al students, many of whom were
already on the path to becoming
future pharmacists. We gave them
information about the current state
and future of the profession. 

Epsilon Rho chapter also continued
our service to the Northern Illinois
Food Bank. We were able to help peo-
ple in need with food just in time for
Thanksgiving. We will continue this
tradition so that people in northern
Illinois will benefit all year long. We
want to be even more involved and
are constantly looking for different
opportunities in the community. 

—Sylwia Kulik

�� Epsilon Tau
Texas Tech University-Abilene 
Founded 3/3/2012
epsilontau@kappapsi.org

Our chapter was chartered March
3, 2012, and since that time we have
made leaps and bounds towards
growth of Brotherhood and develop-
ment of fraternal values. At this time,
we would like to thank the brothers of
Delta Pi and Epsilon Beta for their
help in initiating us. We were also
extremely grateful to have Johnny
Porter and Grand Regent Kali Weaver
taking part in our ceremony.

Epsilon Tau’s Founding Fathers
are: Jenny Allen, Saeed Alzghari,
Khumphan Amaratana, Penny
Calais, Jamie Dibello, Na Hoang,
Jessica Hunter, Cindy Huynh,
Mishna Joy, Nisha Koshy,
Adrienne Monroe, Dipal Patel,
Rashmi Singh, Brittany Speed,
Miranda Saari, Cody Wimberley
and Megan Young. 

In November, we initiated 13 new
pledges. Because this was the first

Delta Sigma welcoming the new Xi Class brothers during initiation night.

The Epsilon Epsilon Grand Council Deputy and the executive board get together
to show their holiday spirit.
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ner. Our professional chair, Joy
Sasitronaree, made an informative,
easy way to teach the dangers of drug
poisoning during American
Pharmacists Month. 

On another note, some of our
brothers—Anthony Albiani, Tyler
Davis, Joshua Grant, Caleb Tatreau,
and Nicholas Tillman—have been
growing their mustaches for
Movember with the support of Mo
Sistas (women who support
Movember). Mo Sistas have been
involved by coming up with activities
and taking weekly pictures to garner
support. Movember is a movement
that works with organizations such as
LIVESTRONG and the Prostate
Cancer Foundation to support
prostate and testicular cancer initia-
tives. We decided to go schoolwide to
gain more support and so far, we have
raised more than $1,200 since the
beginning of the month! Just look us
up on Movember’s Web site; our team
name is “RU a Mo Bro?” Our page fea-
tures pictures from day one all the
way up to the end of Movember so
you can see how they have changed. 

Our pledgemaster, Gordana
Milosevic, has continued to show her
dedication to helping our new poten-
tial brothers in the pledging process.
Gordana and her committee have
been doing a phenomenal job in orga-
nizing pledge meetings and events.
Our chaplain, Milisava Zecevic, has
been working tirelessly to make our
inaugural initiation memorable. Our
initiation date is set for December 8,
2012, on our very own campus. We
would like to thank Brother Genna
Parise who has greatly assisted us
with initiation planning. Brother
Nicholas Zare was ever so kind to
stop by and talk to our pledges about
his experience as a pharmacist; thank
you Brother Nicholas! 

—Linda Ngo

time we were doing this on our own,
we were very nervous about getting
all the details exactly right. However,
we needn’t have worried! The broth-
ers from Epsilon Epsilon were
extremely helpful in making sure that
we had everything we needed for the
ceremony!

Since our initial chartering, we have
worked to make our presence known
on campus and in the community. In
April, we sponsored a heath fair at
United Supermarkets and offered
blood pressure and blood glucose
screenings to members of the com-
munity. In a small town like Abilene,
we were able to make quite an impact
as we saw over 120 patients in the four
hours that we conducted screenings.
We plan to make this an annual event,
and eventually move to biannual
health screenings as we continue to
grow. As school began to start again
in August, we decided to host a cook-
out and sand volleyball tournament.
Almost the entire P1 class attended
(40 students), as well as many upper-
classmen. The event was a huge suc-
cess and next year we plan to start a
Welcome Week, where we will spon-
sor events and get-togethers the
entire first week of school. Our chap-
ter also sponsored not one, but two
booths at the SOP’s Halloween carni-
val. This was geared towards provid-
ing a safe and fun environment for
children to play games and win candy.
The school parking lot was packed
with parents, children, and SOP stu-
dents all having a great time. 

The regent and former vice-regent
also had the immense pleasure of
attending our first Province meeting
in Dallas. We hope to continue to have
a presence at these meetings, as we
greatly enjoyed ourselves and learned
so much to implement in our chapter. 

—Miranda Saari

�� Epsilon Upsilon
Roosevelt Univ. College of Pharmacy
Founded 3/31/2012
epsilonupsilon@kappapsi.org

Epsilon Upsilon has been very busy
this fall semester! Our pledges have
been working very hard in setting up
volunteer opportunities at Feed My
Starving Children and fundraising by
selling College of Pharmacy T-shirts.
Active brothers and pledges volun-
teered for the annual Urbanathlon,
which is an obstacle course race that
helps raise funds for men’s health.
For fundraising, our treasurer, Joshua
Grant, set up an All You Can Eat
Spaghetti Dinner here on campus. We
were able to raise more than $400
with amazing support from Roosevelt
University! More than 80 people came
to dine with us at this delicious din-

�� Epsilon Phi
South University
Founded 4/14/2012
epsilonphi@kappapsi.org

In August, Epsilon Phi brothers
attended the Atlantic Province
Inaugural Conclave in Atlanta, hosted
by Gamma Psi. Epsilon Phi was the
most represented chapter at conclave
with 16 brothers present. We would
like to thank Gamma Psi for all of the
extensive planning that went into
making the weekend possible. It was
a great opportunity to get to know
brothers from other chapters and to
meet grand council members.

Epsilon Phi is also in the process of
recruiting potential new brothers. An
informational meeting was held, and
we held two meet and greets at local
restaurants in Columbia, SC. The two
meet and greets doubled as fundrais-
ing opportunities because the restau-
rants agreed to donate a percentage of

the total bill to Epsilon Phi. A couple
weeks later, Epsilon Phi held multiple
rush events that included a bowling
night, cookout, and provided a chili
lunch at South University. Epsilon Phi
brothers, along with rushees, attend-
ed the Juvenile Diabetes Research
Foundation International Walk in
Columbia on November 4. Through
these events, brothers got to know
the potential pledges. Bids were dis-
tributed before our winter break and
brothers are excited about the upcom-
ing pledging process.

—Claire Harrington

��� Mu Omicron Pi
Wayne State University
Founded 5/14/1927
muomicronpi@kappapsi.org

We inducted six new brothers into
Kappa Psi in November. Our chapter
has undergone significant expansion
recently, growing from 8 brothers to

Brother Lindsey Cashell represents Kappa Psi as she takes her turn in Delta Chi’s
Battle of the Organizations Pharmacy Spelling Bee.

Epsilon Gamma outreaching to Abraham Lincoln Elementary School.
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19 in the last year and a half. We are
very excited to be a part of the newly-
formed Great Lakes Province, and we
had all brothers in attendance for the
opening Province assembly in Big
Rapids, Michigan. The brothers of
Gamma Chi put on a great weekend
and since many of us had not been to
a Province assembly, we enjoyed get-
ting to know our brothers from
around the region.

Some major events we have orga-
nized this semester include two days
worth of blood pressure screenings
and counseling on smoking cessation
and heartburn at the Ferndale Health
and Wellness Expo. Brothers also par-
ticipated in a Thanksgiving food drive
at St. Theodore’s church and held a
costume contest fundraiser at the
school. The highlight of the pledging
process was the inaugural Pledge
Olympics, in which pledges took part
in friendly competitions against broth-
ers. After a hard fought day of compe-

tition, the brothers prevailed.
Afterwards, everyone enjoyed meal
and fellowship at the chapter house.
Congratulations to our newly inducted
brothers: Tom Grigowski, K.C.
Mangan, Victor Nguyen, Aaron
Nixon, Rommel Reyes and C.J.
Zarecki.

—Nicholas P. Abud

Ada Grad
Founded 10/23/1976
adagrad@kappapsi.org

After homecoming at the beginning
of October, the Ada Grad chapter pre-
sented Gold and Silver Mortar certifi-
cates to six deserving brothers at a
special luncheon held in Columbus.
The luncheon was in conjunction with
Ohio Northern University Raabe
College of Pharmacy to honor Gamma
Delta Brother Elissa McCracken, the
current Miss Ohio. The brothers from
the graduating class of 1953 presented
Elissa with a bracelet to wear during

the Miss America Pageant. The broth-
ers who received Gold and Silver cer-
tificates were: Verne Haugen, Tom
Smailes, Jack Smittle, Ken Nihiser,
James Patsiavos, and William
McCarthy. Brother Jeff McCracken
was presented with the Silver Mortar. 

At the end of October, Brothers
Phil Oelson, Charles Brown, and
Charles Fowler attended a Gamma
Delta meeting to present the chapter
with a Kappa Psi badge, chapter
guard and regent’s gavel. This badge
is to be worn by the Gamma Delta
regent. They shared stories with the
collegians about their Kappa Psi expe-
riences and reminded them that we
are brothers for life. 

Congratulations to our brothers
who received distinguished honors:
Brother Hanley Wheeler, a 2012
Raabe College of Pharmacy Distin -
guished Alumnus; Jim Turner, 2012
Ada Distinguished Citizen of the Year;
and Jeff McCracken, 2012 Waynes -
burg, Pennsylvania, Distinguished
Service Award recipient. 

Our next chapter meeting will be in
Ada on March 16 at 1 p.m. in the
College of Pharmacy. We will also be
celebrating the 93rd anniversary of
Gamma Delta that night, so please
plan on attending.  

—Cameron Van Dyke

Athens Grad
Founded 6/16/2011
athensgrad@kappapsi.org

The Athens Graduate chapter has
enjoyed watching UGA football earn a
spot in the SEC championship game.

This football season has been only
great in terms of excellence on the
field, but also with the number of
brothers who have come out and sup-
ported our Dawgs.

Equally exciting is our 13 pledges
became brothers of the Gamma Phi
chapter. Athens Grad Brothers Abe
Duncan, Chris Bullard, Shawn
Gahagan, Zack Phillips, Byron
Brooks, Don Piela, and Ray Dixon
were able to attend their initiation. We
are proud of the new brothers con-
gratulate them on their hard work.

We look forward to the upcoming
Atlantic Province conclave in Buies
Creek, North Carolina, as well as
other conclaves across the country.

—Abe Duncan 

Buffalo Grad
Founded 4/14/1930
buffalograd@kappapsi.org

Buffalo Grad ended 2012 with a suc-
cessful Toys for Tots party (keeping
with a decades-old tradition from
Gamma Iota) on December 9. The
annual CE program is slated for early
spring, and we’re hoping to have a
good turnout at both a Sabres hockey
game and Bandits lacrosse game in
February. We are also looking for-
ward to meeting the new pledges of
the Epsilon Omicron chapter during
their spring pledge session. Finally,
we’re thrilled to have seen the new
Mountain East Province get off to a
good start and look forward to being a
part of its continued growth during
the spring meeting. As always, if

Epsilon Beta Brothers (L–R) Irene Tran, Lima Abraham, Linda Lam, Anjanette
Garcia, Marcus Martinez, Robyn Beatty, Samantha Reyna, and Nephy John vol-
unteer at the San Antonio Heart Walk on Saturday, November 3, 2012. 

Iowa Grad brothers at Northern Plains Province fall conclave.

RIGHT: Gamma Delta regent
Madalyn McMinn accepts a Kappa
Psi badge and gavel from Ada Grad
Brother Charles Brown during a
special presentation following a
chapter meeting. ABOVE: Gamma
Delta’s Meredith Martin, Ada Grad
Brothers Charles Fowler, and Phil
Oelson join them for a photo.
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cess. Dr. Nicholas Popovich of the
University of Illinois at Chicago
College of Pharmacy exchanged
examples of characteristics to include
in a letter of recommendation. The
question/answer section after the lec-
ture brought much clarification on the
criteria the admission board or resi-
dency directors look for when narrow-
ing down candidates.  It was a plea-
sure to have Dr. Popovich and other
previous residents in the audience
sharing their experiences on good let-
ters versus fluffy letters.

The first series in the collegiate
seminar was the annual Residency
Showcase. Collegians met with a
panel of pharmacists from different
facets of pharmacy. The students
learned more about the particular
field and were able to depict what a
typical day entailed. The next work-
shop in the series is the Mock
Interview Seminar, which will be held
in January 2013.

Between the two types of work-
shops, Illinois Grad held a charity
fundraiser for the Ronald McDonald
House near the University of Chicago
Comer Children’s Hospital. The event
was held in the West Loop of Chicago
at Haymarket Restaurant. Many
friends and supporters came out for
this great cause. The night was full of
laughter and fellowship. Thank you all
for your support.

—Elaine Moy

Iowa Grad
Founded 4/27/1968
iowagrad@kappapsi.org

This fall, we had a great attendance
at the inaugural Northern Plains
Province assembly in Omaha,
Nebraska, on November 23. There
was a record attendance at this meet-
ing by both collegiate and graduate
brothers. In fact, we had around 15
Iowa Grad members in attendance

you’re ever visiting or relocating to
the Western New York area, please
contact Buffalo Grad. Just out our
Facebook page or e-mail
BuffMattKY@yahoo.com.

—Matthew Sciara

Buies Creek Grad
Founded 1/27/1997
buiescreekgrad@kappapsi.org

The brothers of the Buies Creek
Graduate chapter have supported
Delta Lambda in the Brie Anne
Reynolds Memorial Golf Tournament
and had a great time at the Campbell
University Homecoming festivities.
We attended the parade, tailgated,
and watched the Fighting Camels
football team as they took on
Davidson. Congratulations to our
newly-elected: Kimberly Lewis,
regent; Michael Lacher, vice regent;
Michael Adams, secretary-treasurer;
Danny Seavers, chaplain; and Erin
Bastidas, historian.

We are looking forward to the
Atlantic Province meeting hosted by
Delta Lambda in Buies Creek this
winter.

—Erin Bastidas

Central Michigan Grad
Founded 10/24/1992
centralmichigangrad@kappapsi.org

The brothers of Central Michigan
Grad were proud to co-host the first
Great Lakes Province fall assembly
with Gamma Chi in Big Rapids,
Michigan, at the end of October. We
thank everyone for attending and all
those who worked hard to make it a
successful meeting. Coming up in
December, several grad brothers will
be attending the Gamma Chi
Christmas party, complete with a gag
gift exchange and a unique reading of
The Grinch by regent Erin Erikssen. 

—Lindsey Ghiringhelli

Conn ecticut Grad
Founded 1/26/1931
connecticutgrad@kappapsi.org

Due to a number of reasons, includ-
ing storms and massive power fail-
ures, the Graduate chapter has not
met since the last report. We want to
assure Connecticut brothers that the
graduate chapter is alive and well and
encourages your participation.

—Karl A. Nieforth

Illinois Grad
Founded 1/19/1974
illinoisgrad@kappapsi.org

Workshop, workshop, and work-
shop, but it’s not Santa’s workshop.
’Tis the season of I-Grad workshops
provided for the collegians and phar-
macists. The first seminar geared
toward pharmacists was a huge suc-

and had a wonderful weekend of
brotherhood! We will be meeting
again during the weekend of January
18–20, 2013. We are also starting to
plan a meeting concurrent with the
Province assembly hosted by one of
our collegiate chapters, Beta Chi, in
April 2013. We are always seeking any
interested brothers who would like to
join Iowa Grad. If you are interested in
joining, please visit our Web page
(www.iowagrad.org) and contact one
of the officers.

—Deanna McDanel

Kansas City Grad
Founded 9/26/1963
kansascitygrad@kappapsi.org

The Kansas City Grad chapter is
officially back! After discovering there
was a desire to restart KC Grad at last
year’s Province VII meeting, the
group met for the first time in March.
Since then, brothers have met on a
monthly basis and decided on officers
and committees in October. Brothers
have attended both Gamma Theta and
Rho chapter meetings. They were pre-
sent for pledge events with both chap-
ters as well. In November, Gamma

Theta hosted a tacky sweater holiday
party for the two chapters, so KC
Grad brothers came bearing gifts for
local children.

If you are living in the Kansas City
area and want to get in contact with
us, please join our Facebook group,
“Kansas City Grad.” 

—Kimberly Guess

Los Angeles Grad
Founded 3/1/1927
lagrad@kappapsi.org

Members representing Los
Angeles Graduate chapter (LA Grad)
attended the first Pacific West
Province meeting in Las Vegas in
October. Alumni brothers Douglas
Chang, Sandra Chiang, Eric Gupta,
Kevin Lau, and Aaron Yup represent-
ed LA Grad. Doug Chang was a gra-
cious Thanksgiving potluck host to
the Epsilon Gamma (Western
University of Health Sciences) chap-
ter and many other brothers living in
the Southern California area.
Continuing with lending a hand to
Epsilon Gamma, Patrick Chan,
Douglas Chang, and Eric Gupta spoke
about their Kappa Psi experiences at

Epsilon Eta at the ‘Bowling for a Cure’ rush event.

Epsilon Iota chapter’s new Eta Class getting some air!
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Elissa receives support from her parents, Helen and Brother Jeff McCracken following
the Miss America pagent. 

Eight Gamma Delta brothers flew to Las Vegas to support Elissa McCracken during her entire week of competition at the Miss America pagent. L–R Jeff McCracken,
Dan Gedeon, Kelsie Conley, Amanda Lanker, Elissa McCracken, Nicole Goebel, Seth Lawrence, Liz Colston, and Meredith Martin.

During the second week of January, eight Brothers of Gamma
Delta were able to go to Las Vegas to support Miss Ohio, Elissa
McCracken, at the Miss America competition. It was an amazing
experience, and a great way for brothers to spend a week together! 

On Tuesday, we arrived to Las Vegas, got settled in and made it
to Planet Hollywood for the first night of competition. Elissa started
off the week by performing, Cumana, on piano. Wednesday night,
Elissa answered an onstage question about her platform, cyberbul-
lying. She wowed us again on Thursday night when she walked out
in her evening gown and swimsuit! Friday night was a night off
from the competition, which allowed us to explore more of the city! 

Finally, Saturday was the final competition! Everyone in atten-
dance patiently waited to hear their state’s name as hosts Chris
Harrison and Brooke Burke called the top 15 competitors and the
America’s Choice Award. Although Elissa wasn’t called to compete
in the top 15, the brothers of Gamma Delta and the Ohio delegation
were so proud of her and glad that we were able to see her com-
pete! It was clear that Elissa put her whole heart into each piece of
the competition, had the time of her life, and represented Ohio and
Kappa Psi very well. 

The week in Las Vegas was also a great experience for the broth-
ers in attendance as we were able to bond and explore all that the
extravagant city has to offer. Since Elissa’s father, Jeff McCracken,
is also a Kappa Psi brother, it was great to share the week and see
how Kappa Psi is truly for life. Elissa has returned to Ohio and con-
tinued to share her story and platform about cyberbullying through
out the state! 

Brothers support Elissa at the Miss America pagent!
By Amanda Lanker, Gamma Delta
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We attended a gathering with colle-
giate brothers and pledges as they
worked on their pledge sticks, and we
shared some great memories from
our collegiate years. We are finalizing
the criteria for a scholarship that will
be available for Epsilon Mu brothers
and presented at their annual awards
banquet in the spring.  Furthermore,
the grad brothers are putting together
a collaborative post-graduation pre-
sentation for the collegiate brothers
that will be presented in the spring.
We just got back from having an
AMAZING time at the inaugural
Southeast conclave held in our own
back yard and hosted by Epsilon. 

—Jenny Carrillo

Pacific Grad
Founded 12/15/1965
pacificgrad@kappapsi.org

Pacific Grad brothers and
University of the Pacific faculty Rajul
Patel, Mark Walberg, Joseph Woelfel,
and James Uchizono have shared
information regarding Medicare Part
D via numerous community outreach
programs throughout northern
California. Numerous Pac Grad broth-
ers assisted by acting as preceptors to
help guide students in MTM thera-
pies offered at these programs. 

Pacific Graduate brothers also
attended the annual Gamma Nu
Halloween Havoc event on the
University of the Pacific campus. It
has widely become known as one of
the premier social events on campus.
Everyone has a great time dressing up
and dancing the night away.

Pacific Graduate Brothers Derrick
Egi, Sunny Bains, Joseph Wong,
Aaron Yup, Ken Tran, Tony Luu, Eric
Gupta, Kevin Lau, Doug Chang, and

several pre-rush events in an effort to
recruit new brothers. Patrick Chan
precepted flu vaccination services
sponsored by Epsilon Gamma broth-
ers in conjunction with a Medicare
Part D outreach in an underserved
population in Westminster, California.

Approximately 75 people received
the needed vaccinations. A number of
LA Grad brothers (Douglas Chang,
Emily Chee, Sandra Chiang, Jeannie
Kim, Kevin Lau, David Nguyen, Olivia
Yang, and Aaron Yup) are also serving
as Big Brothers to the inaugural
Kappa Psi class in Hilo, Hawaii.

LA Grad Brother Michael
Birmingham tied the knot in October
in a wedding that was attended by
numerous Kappa Psi brothers. LA
Grad also initiated, in what hopes to
be an annual holiday tradition, the
final yearly meeting at the famed
Mastro’s Steakhouse in Costa Mesa,
California. This gathering also set into
motion the goals for 2013 as well as
identifying candidates for the LA Grad
executive board. —Patrick Chan

Montana Grad
Founded 10/26/1996
montanagrad@kappapsi.org

Montana Grad has been growing
continuously for the last few years
under the guidance of regent Thomas
Harris. Montana Grad had great rep-
resentation at the final Province X
summer conclave the weekend of July
27–29. Brothers Thomas Harris, Chad
Seely, Janice Louie, and Robert
Mancini were in attendance. On
September 21, Montana Grad met for
its annual meeting in Missoula during
the University of Montana football
homecoming game. We had 14 broth-
ers in attendance. Many business
items were discussed including
fundraising, membership recruitment,
GCC activities, and election of offi-
cers. The newly elected officers are
regent Thomas Harris, vice regent
Chad Seely, secretary-treasurer Alex
Pfeiffer, historian Elise Phelps, chap-
lain Shawana Elliot, and scholarship
chair Amy Wetch. Brothers then
joined the Gamma Eta brothers for a
tailgating party, which was dedicated
to Montana Grad, and watched UM
play Northern Arizona. Under the
direction of Amy Wetch, the chapter
has plans for funding and implementa-
tion of an annual scholarship that will
be awarded to a Gamma Eta brother.

—Robert Mancini

Orlando Grad
Founded 1/7/2012
orlandograd@kappapsi.org

We officially kicked off our mentor-
ship program where collegiate broth-
ers were paired with a grad brother.

Henry Chan attended the inaugural
Pacific West Province meeting in Las
Vegas. Thanks to the host chapter,
Delta Tau and the officers of the
Pacific West Province for their efforts.

—Ethan Anderson

Pittsburgh Grad
Founded 6/19/1935
pittsburghgrad@kappapsi.org

Pittsburgh Grad had a great time at
the first Mountain East Province
meeting this autumn. Pittsburgh Grad
also had a wonderful holiday potluck
and gift exchange. Thanks to the Beta
Kappa brothers for their house and
hospitality. We’ve been making plans
to increase interactions with the colle-

giate chapters in the city and a grad
ski trip in early 2013. We’re also plan-
ning another late spring picnic to wel-
come graduating collegiate brothers
and show that Kappa Psi is for life. If
any brothers in the Pittsburgh area
are interested in joining our chapter,
please contact Liz (Poole) Van Dyke
(kyglindabk@gmail.com).

—Liz Van Dyke

Pomona Grad
Founded 6/19/2010
pomonagrad@kappapsi.org

In October, we had a blast attend-
ing the first Pacific West Province
meeting in Las Vegas! The brothers of
the Pomona Grad chapter and Epsilon

Epsilon Omicron Brothers Amanda Pinski and Jon Allen along with Buffalo
Graduate members John Pietkiewicz and Stephanie Brian at bowling night.

Initiation – Epsilon Rho!
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Gamma brothers joined forces and
participated in the dodge ball fundrais-
er tournament at the PacWest meet-
ing. Although we did not win, it was
an awesome event that helped raise
money for the Province’s scholarship
fund. It also added some good ol’
friendly chapter rivalry! In the begin-
ning of December, Pomona Grad
helped sponsor Epsilon Gamma’s
annual Thanksgiving Potluck event by
purchasing the main entree dishes.
We value strengthening our bond
with our collegiate chapter. 

—Matthew Furukawa

Providence Grad
Founded 6/25/1913
providencegrad@kappapsi.org

Many Providence Graduate chapter
brothers were in attendance at the rib-
bon-cutting ceremony to celebrate the
opening of the new College of
Pharmacy at the University of Rhode
Island in September. Constructed
with the assistance of countless indi-
viduals and developed under the lead-
ership of the dean of the college,
Brother Ron Jordan, URI students and
faculty now enjoy the enhanced learn-
ing environment of this new state-of-
the-art facility in Kingston, Rhode
Island.

This autumn, the PGC was disap-
pointed to have to cancel the
Northeast Province meeting due to
Hurricane Sandy. Our prayers are
with all of those who were affected
locally and up and down the eastern
seaboard. 

Congratulations go to Brother
Brian Musiak who earned his MBA
degree. Brian is utilizing his training
as the director of pharmacy at the
Westerly Hospital in Westerly, Rhode
Island. After 20 years with Eli Lilly

and Company, Brother Karl Kehrle
has accepted a new position with
Incyte Corporation as the territory
business manager in Hartford,
Connecticut.

—Karl Kehrle  

San Diego Grad
Founded 6/25/2011
sandiegograd@kappapsi.org

Graduate Brothers Cristy Garcia,
Natalie Keil, and Brandon Mutrux
attended Delta Phi’s annual rush
event at La Jolla Shores Beach to
meet potential pledges. In November,
we held a workshop where Chi initiate
Joe Nguyen, regent Sanaz Farhadian,
and Evelyn Hawson aided the P4
Delta Phi brothers with CVs,
resumes, and letters of intent in prepa-
ration for residency and job applica-
tions. November’s end took Linda
Ngo, Chris Woo, and Sanaz Farhadian
back again to UCSD’s campus to join
in on pinning the Delta Phi pledges,
and we look forward to spending time
with them. Next, we are planning a
bowling social for our chapter and will
begin organizing our “Mock
Interviews” for the Delta Phi P4s.

—Sanaz Farhadian

Savannah Grad
Founded 6/18/2011
savannahgrad@kappapsi.org

The brothers of Savannah Grad had
a wonderful time at the inaugural
Southeast Province in Orlando.
Congratulations to Epsilon Mu for
hosting a very successful event. We
have been building stronger bonds
with the collegiate brothers at Delta
Omega and constructing a better
Brotherhood throughout the South
Georgia area. We are currently men-
toring Delta Omega pledges as well as

being advisors to the chapter on vari-
ous legislative and fellowship situa-
tions. Savannah Grad would like to
offer their condolences at the loss of a
great brother and longtime mentor,
Dean James E. Wynn. He will be sore-
ly missed among our Brotherhood
and the pharmacy profession as a
whole. To join our chapter, please
contact Josh Trone at troneloc@hot-
mail.com or Khalil Khlifi at
khlifi19@gmail.com.

—Khalil Khlifi

Seattle Grad
Founded 3/1/1925
seattlegrad@kappapsi.org

Seattle Grad brothers reunited for a
fall meeting to elect new officers and
talk about ways to improve our chap-
ter. The regent of Beta Omicron chap-
ter was present as well. Grad chapter
officers encouraged all the other
brothers to attend the Northwest
Province inaugural meeting in
Missoula, Montana, in February. Our
chapter brainstormed different ideas
connect with and support the colle-
giate chapter, Beta Omicron.
Graduate brothers attended Beta
Omicron’s initiation on November 30.
It was a rewarding experience to be
back with collegiate brothers and
relive the emotions of initiation. We
plan to precept collegiate brothers
during their community health
screenings at the Legacy House.

—Ciprian Pascu

South Dakota Grad
Founded 4/19/2008
southdakotagrad@kappapsi.org

The SD Grad chapter met in
October and elections for 2012–2014
officers were held.  Congratulations to
regent Gary Van Riper, vice regent

Eric Kutscher, secretary-treasurer
Briana Schneider, historian Andrew
Gillen, sergeant at arms Brad Laible,
and chaplain Jerri Haak. Gary Van
Riper and Eric Kutscher were also
elected delegates to the first Northern
Plains Province meeting. Gamma
Kappa regent Seth Moe reported on
the activities of the collegiate chapter
during fall semester. The future build-
ing of the new Gamma Kappa house
in Brookings was the primary topic of
discussion. Van Riper reported that a
committee of brothers from the P2
and P3 classes had been established
to meet with an architect to begin the
design process. Grad Brother Dave
Mentele volunteered to serve on the
committee. Topics of discussion
included potential fundraising ideas,
recognition of donors, and how to
maintain some of the historical
aspects of the current house.

—Gary Van Riper

Southeast Florida & 
Bahamas Grad
Founded 8/7/2007
seflbahamasgrad@kappapsi.org

The Southeast Florida and
Bahamas Graduate chapter has been
developing a plan to raise funds to
defray GCC costs for Delta Rho and
Delta Upsilon, the collegiate chapters
in our area. Six of our brothers were
able to attend the first conclave meet-
ing of our new Southeast Province in
Orlando. Each of the brothers on our
executive committee serves on at
least one Province committee, and we
will be working with our collegiate
chapters over the next couple of
months to get involved with various
philanthropy events. If you would like
to join our chapter, please contact
Ryan Ritchie at rritchie2009@
gmail.com or Marvin Smith at
bahamadrugdoc@gmail.com.

—Travis Ireland

St. Louis Grad
Founded 5/24/1949
stlouisgrad@kappapsi.org

This fall, St. Louis Grad supported
Gamma Pi chapter in hosting the first
Mid-America Province meeting and in
the fabulous St. Baldrick’s philan-
thropy event that Friday evening. Six
St. Louis Grad brothers attended the
entire meeting (which is impressive
as a graduate brother Brad Stemler
was married that weekend). Brother
Anastasia Roberts provided the gradu-
ate CE that morning. We’re proud of
the brothers who showed their dedi-
cation by running for office. Gamma
Pi Brother Belma Muharemovic was
elected Vice Satrap, Gamma Pi
Brother Malory Toebben was elected
Treasurer, and St. Louis Grad Brother

Epsilon Upsilon brothers and pledges volunteer at Urbanathlon 2012 in Chicago.
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dinner to celebrate the newly elected
officers and the creation of GLP. We
also enjoyed a Halloween get-together
during the Province. 

During our meeting, it was dis-
cussed that we, as a Province, have an
interest in hosting the next GCC. Bids
for both Cleveland and Detroit have
been submitted to the Grand Council.
Summertime is amazing in the
Midwest, and we are confident we can
entertain brothers in either city. 

Eric Geyer has been adamant about
the officers of GLP making trips to the
chapters to strengthen the bonds of
brotherhood. Leading by example, he
has visited a majority of the chapters
already. 

If you would like to contact us:
https://www.facebook.com/GreatLakes
Province.

—Michael Gozdzialski

Mid‐America Province
midamericaprovince@kappapsi.org

Since our inaugural conclave in St.
Louis in September 2012, brothers of
the Mid-America Province have been
busy planning the next conclave. Our
second biannual conclave was hosted
by Rho chapter in Lawrence, Kansas,
February 8, 2013. 

The executive committee have
been meeting frequently to implement
committees, review Province bylaws,
plan for the next conclave, and imple-
ment a new web site. We are working
to have more of our bylaws completed
and our committees in full function
before our next conclave. Brothers of
the MAP will be voting, via e-mail, for
changes and additions to the bylaws
frequently between now and our next
conclave. We have also been working
to establish new awards, while keep-
ing with some traditional awards, and
hope to have some award recipients at
our next conclave! We thank all of the

Candace Dunn was elected Historian.
Congratulations to all of the new
Province officers. St. Louis Grad
Brother Alexis Gaggini is serving as
chair of the Mid-America Province
Graduate development committee,
and Brother Melissa Hunt is chair of
the Province planning committee.  

This fall, brothers participated in
the Color Run (Autism Speaks), Walk
to Cure Diabetes, and the St. Jude
Marathon. Brothers Alexis Gaggini
and Katie McCalister ran the St. Jude
Marathon and raised more than
$3,000 from graduate donations.

Brothers gathered during the St.
Louis College of Pharmacy Reunion
weekend in memory of Dr. Leonard
Naeger as a statue was dedicated in
his honor. Brothers enjoyed a barbe-
cue and Doc’s favorite band, The
Facts O’ Life, and then met at the
Garage for an evening of socializing.  

The annual graduate weekend and
golf tournament took place October
13 and was a huge success. Nine
teams of four competed and brothers
enjoyed a barbecue at the house that
evening. Planning has already begun
for next year’s golf tournament the
second weekend in October 2013.

Graduates attended a number of
pledging events held this fall. We are
proud of the collegians for modifying
their pledge process to better handle
the rigors of college. 

If you would like to be in the St.
Louis Graduate chapter google group
(kappapsistlgrad) or get involved in
one of our other events, contact St.
Louis Grad chapter regent John
Hamilton at kappapsigrad@yahoo.com. 

—Melissa Hunt

Great Lakes Province
greatlakesprovince@kappapsi.org

The reorganization of Provinces
has allotted new opportunities for
brothers to expand their reach by
becoming elected officers. The Great
Lakes Province, aptly nicknamed
GLP, proudly announces the newly
elected officers: Satrap, Eric Geyer;
Vice Satrap, Josh Ghiringhelli;
Secretary, Madalyn McMinn;
Treasurer, Fouad Boulbol; Chaplain,
Adam Rossbach; and Historian,
Michael Gozdzialski.

Much of our success is because of
the hard work of both Province
Supervisor Paul Knecht and Assistant
Province Supervisor Zach Russell. A
special thanks goes to Grand
Historian Matthew Lacroix for his
attendance. These brothers worked
tirelessly during the reorganization.

At the end of October, we held the
first GL Province at Ferris State
University located in Big Rapids. The
premier social event was the formal

brothers of the Mid-America Province
for their support through this transi-
tion period.  

Mid-America Province is proud to
announce our official Province web
site is up. The brothers of MAP are
grateful for our interim Webmaster,
Dr. Weibin Lam of the St. Louis Grad,
for his expertise. The Web site is
designed as a social networking site
with the ability to create a profile and
join various groups and view news
posts, photos and contact information.
Check it out at kymap.kappapsi.org.    

—Candace J. Dunn

Mountain East Province
mountaineastaprovince@kappapsi.org

The Mountain East Province held
its inaugural Province meeting
October 26–28 in Pittsburgh. We
thank the Beta Kappa chapter,
Pittsburgh Grad, and Laurel
Highlands Grad for hosting this amaz-
ing Province. In addition to more than
200 brothers in attendance, Grand
Vice Regent Dr. Eric Gupta and
Grand Ritualist Dr. Latha
Radhakrishnan, who presided over
the first half of the meeting with
Supervisor Dr. Christy Askew, were
present. The Beta Kappa brothers
treated us to Buffalo Blues, the Hard
Rock Café, a gift auction of Kappa Psi
paraphernalia and gag gifts to close
out the meeting, and a Halloween cos-
tume party at the Beta Kappa chapter
house. We were able to raise a total of
$705 from the auction and a 50/50 raf-
fle; the entire amount was donated to
the American Red Cross. The threat
of Superstorm Sandy did not damper
our time in the Steel City, as all broth-
ers returned home safe and sound. 

Mountain East Province is a combi-
nation of four previous Provinces, and
although we have new names and new
chapters, our core goals of fellowship,

industry, sobriety and high ideals
remain the same. We hope to see
many brothers at our next Province
meeting, hosted by Delta Xi in
Winchester, Virginia, February 8–10
and at APhA Annual in Los Angeles.

—Ryan M. Fillis

Northwest Province
northwestprovince@kappapsi.org

The Northwest Province family is
growing with the addition of a new
chapter and a new state. Please help
me welcome Epsilon Chi chapter from
University of Utah College of
Pharmacy in Salt Lake City to the
Province. Epsilon Chi officially
became a part of our Province on
October 6, 2012, and initiated six new
brothers.   

The exciting news does not stop
there—initiation has been a tremen-
dous success this year. Thank you to
all brothers who helped with the
pledging process and who helped with
the initiation. —Theresa Nguyen

Pacific West Province
pacificwestprovince@kappapsi.org

Pacific West Province would like to
thank the brothers of Delta Tau for a
successful first Province meeting in
Las Vegas, Nevada, which included a
dodgeball tournament! The transition
to Pacific West Province is complete
with the adoption of bylaws and the
installment of the new Executive
Committee consisting of Satrap,
Melissa Landry; Vice Satrap, Michael
Shioji; Secretary, Stephanie Wu;
Treasurer, Alex Cavalari; Chaplain,
Burrell Richards; and Historian, Kevin
Hutchinson. The Pacific West
Province would like to thank Pacific
West Supervisor Sandy Johnson, and
Asst. Supervisor Patrick Dougherty
for all their help transitioning to the
new Province!

Seattle Grad brothers dine out.



We are looking forward to our next
meeting hosted by Epsilon Iota at
California Northstate University
March 8–10, 2013. 

—Kevin Hutchinson

Southeast Province
souteastaprovince@kappapsi.org

November 16, 2012, marked a great
day as the brothers of Epsilon Mu
hosted the inaugural Southeast
Province winter conclave. The historic
event was held in beautiful Orlando,
and not only welcomed brothers and
pledges from more than 12 chapters
in the Southeast, but also was visited
by chapters from coast to coast. The
weekend marked a new beginning as
the merger of chapters from Province
IV and Province III transitioned into
the new Southeast Province, home to
eight collegiate chapters as well as six
graduate chapters. We were saddened
to lose chapters that were realigned to
a new Province, but we will remain
close and support them all in their
endeavors. The realignment present-
ed the addition of two new chapters
from the former Province III, the col-
legiate chapter of Iota, and graduate
chapter of Charleston Grad. These
two chapters have a great deal of his-
tory and knowledge to offer the
Southeast Province as we move for-
ward as a unified Province. 

The brothers of the new Southeast
Province welcomed members of the
National Executive Committee who
were in attendance: Grand Vice
Regent Eric Gupta, Grand Ritualist
Latha Radhakrishnan, Graduate
Member-at-Large Harry Patrick
Marcelin, and Collegiate Member-at-
Large Johnny Wong. We are proud to
announce our 2012–2013 executive
committee has representatives from
all eight of the collegiate chapters:

Satrap Halena Leah Sautman, Vice
Satrap Karl J. Healy, Secretary Larisa
Odessky, Treasurer  Rashad Hanna,
Chaplain Elizabeth Warren, Historian
Travis Ireland, Parliamen tarian
Ravdeep Ghataorhe, Webmaster
Andrew Hoang, Assistant Webmaster
Saswat (Swat) Kabisatpathy,
Newsletter Editor Timmy Do, GCC
Delegate Aaron Joseph, and Alternate
GCC Delegate Thierry Phouthavong. 

The brothers of Epsilon Mu com-
memorated our inaugural conclave by
turning Saturday night’s celebration
into a night of fine dining and dancing
at a formal Masquerade Ball. Brothers
and couples alike had the opportunity
to capture fun memories of the
evening in a photo booth, complete
with mustaches, giant glasses, feather
boas, and caption signs. 

—Travis Ireland

Southwest Province
midamericaprovince@kappapsi.org

As it is happening in all of Kappa
Psi, the Southwest Province held our
inaugural assembly. We visited the
festive city of Dallas, where a casino
night was set up to allow for meeting
with our new Province brothers. 

The next day, our meeting was held
and officers were elected. Those cho-
sen to lead us are: Satrap, Dr. SueAnn
Wang; Vice Satrap, Bobby Clay;
Secretary, Katie DeCock; Treasurer,
Heidi Michaels; Chaplain, Kathryn
Simmons; and Historian, Christine
Cooper. Elections took us up to lunch,
so the afternoon was busy with updat-
ing the bylaws to allow the Province
to work on its necessary tasks. We
polished off our time together with
some socializing out on the town. 

—Christine Cooper

Final Word 
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The Grand Council Convention
(GCC) is a great time to catch-up with
old friends and make new ones. As
many Brothers know, it is also the time
to voice your opinions on proposed
Constitution and By-Law changes as
well as voting for our new international
executive committee. For collegiate and
graduate brothers, there are a myriad of
opportunities for networking either by
attending relevant professional and 
fraternal workshops or simply by 

interacting with brothers at a continuing education (CE) program or a
general session. There is no denying that GCC is a fabulous time and 
a life-changing experience.  

With that being said, I think we all are truly practicing our four
virtues of our beloved Fraternity: Industry, Sobriety, Fellowship, and
High Ideals, of our beloved fraternity without even noticing it. At the
start of the convention, we recognize that we are rededicating our-
selves to the greater benefit of pharmacy and Kappa Psi
Pharmaceutical Fraternity Inc. We come together from across the
globe, diverse backgrounds, practice settings, and life-experiences.
Yet all of us have something very much in common—KAPPA PSI! By
coming together, we become better brothers and pharmacists; ready
to meet the demands that our ever-changing profession places on us,
while demonstrating the principles and objectives of our Fraternity to
all we come in contact with.

After devouring an amazing five-day experience of encouraging
encounters, Brothers are able to take these sentiments and informa-
tion back to their respective chapters and Provinces. As many broth-
ers are not able to attend for a variety of reasons, it truly is our calling
to deliver the fellowship, industry, and love that we discovered at GCC
to our local brothers. Your passion for the Fraternity and fellow 
brothers is contagious and will spread to your respective chapters 
and Provinces.  I strongly encourage brothers to attend GCC. The
passion you bring back will forward creative and fresh ideas to your
college/school of pharmacy. The chapter will then put these new
ideas into motion, creating or furthering a positive image of the chap-
ter and the Fraternity on campus. As a Grand Council Deputy (GCD),
it is truly wonderful to witness my student brothers return from GCC
ready to motivate their fellow brothers to better themselves, the pro-
fession, and the Fraternity-at-large. To me, that is the true beauty of
Kappa Psi! See YOU in Florida!

FUN + FLORIDA = FRATERNITY:
Revisiting our beloved principles and traditions
By Latha Radhakrishnan, Grand Ritualist

Pittsburgh Grad Brothers Jackie Lovitch, Cameron Van Dyke, Liz Van Dyke, and
Rich Nalichowski visit with Santa during Pittsburgh’s Light Up Night.
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